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Man of God

Last word

New Tasks

EDITORIAL

CURB THIS TRADE IN DEATH
IE

one of Judaism' s greatest gifts
i humanity. TRADITION
It embodies a
PROPHETIC

portrait of God who is concerned about
the poor, the needy, the widow and the
orphan, about fair and compassionate
social stmctures. It projects a vision of
how the world should or could be - free
from oppression and war. It depicts the
role of religivn not as seeldng political

power but as challenging political
power.ItdoesnotmaketheprophetKing
but compels the prophet to question the
King over what is just, over what his
kingdom should be striving for, over the
extent to which his policies contribute to
thefulfilmentofavisionofcompassion,
justice and peace.
Progressive Judaism has always been
rooted in the prophetic tradition. Yet, of
late, it has tended to become preoccupied
with other matters - issues of Jewish
survival and communal harmony. We
must never neglect these issues but we
need to rekindle our prophetic passions
as well. To do so may not always involve
high profile gestures and extravagant
action. It is much more likely to be about
individual and communal behaviour and
more frequently about the reiteration of
the prophetic message with regard to

complex and difficult matters of
goverrment p olicy.
The recent spectacle of Britishsupplied arms threatening
prodemocracy demonstrations on the streets
of Indonesia highlighted one particular
issue -that of selling weapons of war. It
harked back to the crisis in the Gulf, with
Israelis fearing a missile attack from
Baghdad and provided a shap reminder
of the Scott Report and the shameful
story of the way in which a British govemment belped to arm Iraq while
keeping padiament and the public in the
dark.Profittookprecedenceoveranethicat, strategic and long-tern industrial
rationale for arms exports. The prophets
of the Bible would have understood today's call for an ethical foreign policy.
Judaism is not a pacifist tradition. It
treats warfare as a necessary evil but an
evil nevertheless. There are complex
theoretical discussions in rabbinic
literature about categories of warfare milhemet mitzvah - a, corr\rmar+!ded war and mz./fee772ef resfe#/ - an optional war.

But the main thrust of the texts
effectively permits only defensive war,
perhaps interpreted to include essential
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pre-emptive action. Judaism, explicitly,
does not approve of the use of arms to
oppress neighbouring peoples and
countries or to oppress groups and
minorities within one's own territory.
Yet both are features of the contemporary
world. There is no doubt that the scale
and barbarity of the oppression is made

possible by the use of sophisticated
weapons, freely purchased on the
intemational arms market.
A major step towards tougher controls
was Britain's joint European Code of
Conduct on the amis trade, agreed by EU
foreign ministers at the end of May. The

Refomi Movement is one of a number of
religious and campaigning organisations
which actively backed this move.
Responsible multilateral controls on
arms exports are long overdue. Two of
the main causes of the arms-to-Iraq
scandal were the lack of clear criteria
governing weapons sales and the old
excuse that "if we don't sell, someone
else will". A European Code of Conduct
"settinghighcommonstandardsforams
exports" is crucial.
But the new Code is still not tough
enoughtomeetitsproclaimedobjectives.
The export guidelines
include
ambiguities which leave too much room
for subjective interpretation. Whilst they
seek to stop exports `twhich might be
used for internal repression", they allow
licences, even to dictatorships, "if the
end-use is judged to be legitimate, such
as the protection of members of the
security forces from violence". This
means repressive regimes will continue
to receive military and security
equipment which they will always argue

is for their own protection - while in
reality they may be used to repress
civilians.
Tougher rules are needed.
The Code also fails to address the

urgent need of parliamentary scrutiny of
arms exports - one of the issues at the
heart of the arms-to-Iraq affair. Ministers
could never have relaxed the guidelines
on exports to Iraq if they had to justify
arming Saddaln in parliament, just after
we witnessed the gassing of the Kurds on
our television screens. To ensure that
concerns over human rights are fully
taken into account, each EU member
should produce a public annual report on
all arms exports which is debated by its
national parliament. A committee of hff s
shouldalsobeabletoscrutiniseproposed

exports in advance, as in Sweden, so that
concerns can be raised before a licence is
agreed.
Further weakness in the new Code is
the requirement that if one EU country
wants to export arms which another has
refused, it has only to consult with the
country which denied the licence. Such
limited consultation will produce a lack
of consistency in caITying out the Code
and EU countries will not stick to a
common line in export policy. This will
make "high common standards for arms
exports from all EU member states", the
aim of the Code, impossible. In-depth
consultations between all 15 member
states are essential.
The suspicion lingers that ethical

principles and important strategic and
international considerations are still
taking a back-seat because of fears about
the commercial consequences of curbs
to the amis trade. Britain, more than any
other EU country, is over-reliant on its
arms industry. The fear ofjob losses can
lead to the rationalisation of
indiscririate arms sales. Yet, the global
arms market is actually in decline. Trades
union leaders, whting recently in the
Fz.72cz#cz.cz/ rz.rmcs, called for a `twholesale

strategic rethink of Britain's industrial

policy" and said that with a coherent
programme of defence diversification,
``jobs as well as lives will be saved".

Fears of a return to the shelters in Tel
Aviv have, thankfully, receded in recent
months. Nevertheless, the Jewish
community - rooted in the prophetic
tradition - has a crucial role to play in

persuading the Goverrment that there is
widespread agreement on the need for a
more restrictive code. Israel's defensive
needs should in no way be threatened by
this. With many vested interests at stake,
vocal public support is vital if the UK

goverrment is not to be deflected from
its laudable aim of setting ``high common
standards" for controlling EU arms
exports. The campaign to ban landmines
has shown the way in which public
pressure can stiffen goverrment policy.
The new code is an important step.
But the prophetic spirit demands that
we build on this success and tackle the
urgent remaining issues. Judaism sets
the highest store by peace and
recognises the Eternal as the source of
peace. But an active partnership with
humanity is needed if that peace is to be

realised .

Comlnunity" Review, commis-

THE sioned
"WOMEN
IN Jonathan
THE
by Rabbi Dr
Sacks some six years ago, set out to
examine the effects of social change
on the attitudes and aspirations of
Jewish women in this country. It was a
unique and timely initiative. The
Review & Recommendations and the
survey which accompanied it, were

RIGHTS FOR
ALL JEWISH WOMEN
-THE PRESSURE
MOUNTS
Rosalind Preston
Six years ago Rabbi Dr Jonathan Sacks irwited Rosalind
Preston to conduct a review Of the position Of women in
the British Je;wish community. The review and
recolrmendations were published four years ago.
MARINA asked Ros Preston to report on what has
happened sindre the publicchon Of her revie:w and to
refoect on whether the effort has proved worthwhile.
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published two years later and gave a
detailed and sometimes painful picture
of the findings.
In the course of our research we considered the changes in the family
structure, marriage and divorce, care
of the elderly, the rights of girl children, provision of religious education,
health and welfare, paid and unpaid
work, child-care, women alone, women's spiritual needs and religious
beliefs and the status of women in
Anglo Jewry.
The Review report propelled onto
our national communal agenda vital
issues and exposed for the first time
certain matters previously shielded
from public gaze.
Since publication, the one question I
have been asked before all others is
"Was it worth the effort?" When I con-

sider what has happened as a result of
the exercise, I feel confident in answering `Yes'. This positive response
is in part due to events at the very
beginning of my work, when setting

up the groups of women who were to
carry out the qualitative research itself.
Members of these working parties
were drawn from every section of our
community and from a wide range of
professions and backgrounds. Some
were highly experienced in voluntary
activity, others had never previously
been involved in communal affairs. In
turn they reached out to thousands ofwomen across the country - of all affiliations and none - and brought them
together in a wide variety of settings.
From the earliest stages a great deal of
misunderstanding about each other's
religious life-styles and attitudes was
revealed but a greater degree of shared
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Many non-Orthodox women had an opportunity to
learn through personal encounters Of the real and
pressing concerns Of Orthodox women and
corrversely Orthodox women were able to appreciate
the levels Of Jewish learning and observance
Of their non-Orthodox colleagues.
common puxpose and concern was
quickly established.
Most strikingly and significantly,
many non-Orthodox women had an
opportunity to learn through personal
encounters of the real and pressing
concerns of Orthodox women and
conversely Orthodox women were able
to appreciate the levels of Jewish
learning and observance of their nonOrthodox colleagues. Jointly they
discovered a shared passion and commitment to Jewish life.
Another important consequence of
this coming together, a feature of the
entire Review process, was an ex-

pressed desire on the part of many
women to acquire a deeper knowledge
and understanding of fed/czkfeczfe and,
just as importantly, 77zz.#feczg - the cus-

parently suffered by many Jewish
women, came as a great shock to a
wider public and was seen by nonJewish women as a universal and
shared problem.
Here at home, community leaders
and decision makers and particularly
Orthodox rabbis and da);cz7zz.ffl, began

to consider the Report more urgently.
It is important to record that the
Report's conclusions and recommendations were not warmly welcomed by
all women in our own community.
Some disassociated themselves from
the findings, describing them as biased,

prejudiced and contrary to Jewish
tradition and practice.
Since publication, many new pro-

grammes have been introduced into
community life which directly address

suffering mental illness and the educational concerns of families of
children with special needs.
As a consequence we have seen the
establishment of new charities and selfhelp groups. One outstanding exalnple
is the provision of a telephone helpline and refuge for Jewish women and
children, victims of abuse, under the
management of Jewish Women's Aid.
But the most critical section of the
report considered matters of religious
practice in Orthodox communities,
with particular reference to the clearly
stated desire of so many women that
their spiritual needs be fully recognised
and acknowledged and that the overriding problem of gez (divorce) and
czg.i¢7zczfe (the `chained women') as yet

uuresolved, be addressed as a matter of
great urgency.
What changes have occurred here
during the last four years? Foremost,
women's religious concerns have

gained a place of prominence on the
communal agenda. The Report has
been used as an educational tool across
all religious affiliations and as an exercise in consciousness raising by
women's groups. Increased awareness
has provoked discussion and dialogue
between individual rabbis and women
in Orthodox circles and has helped to
create an atmosphere of constructive

toms and traditions which "guard and
protect" %cz/cz4feczfe. There was a real

and pressing "need to know" before
we could begin to argue and debate the
issues involved.

When the research exercise was
over, the hundreds of meetings held
and the thousands of pieces of paper
were put together into the published
reports and the recommendations reflecting the findings of all this activity
were presented to both sectors. It was
always anticipated that the entire community would study the reports and
find them of interest and value, recognising that the contents expressed the
views of a significant percentage of
non-Orthodox and secular Jewish
Women.
Surprisingly, the first major response came from the non-Jewish
world. This followed the wide publicity which the Report had received in
the national press and on radio and
television. There followed a flood of
enquiries for more information, particularly from women's organisations
in other faith communities and from
Jewish communities around the world,
as well as from Israel. The status of
women, as it affected public and private life, secular and religious and the
question of gender discrimination ap-
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The status Of women, as it affected public and

private life, secular and religious and the question Of
gender discrimination apparently surf fered by many
Jewi,sh women, cci,me as a great shock to a wider

public and was seen by non-Jewish women as a
universal and shared problem.
the problems highlighted in our report.
Most synagogal bodies, Orthodox and
non-Orthodox, have re-examined existing structures and have attempted to
improve the services they offer their
members. Major concerns such as the
needs of young singles and communal
support for lone parents, the bereaved
and the elderly, have been given priority attention.
Many educational organisations and
centres have attempted to provide
wider and easier access to advanced
Jewish studies for women and other
voluntary groups have begun to address the sensitive subjects of abuse in
the family, the social needs of those

progress and better understanding of
each other's position. This continuing
conversation, in conjunction with the
strenuous efforts of many women who
participated in the Review, most particularly in the communities away from
London, has maintained pressure on
lay leaders, on members of Boards of
Management and other bodies, to keep
under constant review the wide range
of activities and services provided by
synagogues and other communal organisations.

As a consequence, the creation of
new and varied forms of BczZ77cz.1zvczfe

ceremonies, taking place in synaContinued on next page
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gogues under the auspices of the Chief
Rabbi of the United Hebrew Congregations has allowed many girls and
their families to celebrate this special
event in a more meaningful way.
Women suffering bereavement will
now learn from their rabbi when and
where they can say 4czddz.sfe and the

number of Jewish marriages falls.
In addition, it is now clearly understood for the first time by the wider
Jewish public, that the consequences
of civil divorce and remarriage without the granting or receiving of a gef
are not only of vital concern to Orthodox Jews but are of critical importance

The problens surrounding the withholding Of
a gct are becorying ever more seri,ous as the
divorce rate in the Jewish world continues to
escalate dramatically and the number Of
Jewishmarriagesfalls.
s%z.vcr arrangements may be organised.

Special prayers and ceremonies to
mark major events in women's lives
such as the birth of a child, the death of
a baby, the naming of a girl child, communal or professional achievement,
have been re-introduced or newly created. All aspects of Jewish education,
from the running of Cfeeder classes,
which came in for serious criticism in
the Review report, to youth group pro-

grammes and adult education courses,
have been reviewed. The post of Community Development Officer has been
added to the professional teams in several large communities. Women alone,
whether single, divorced or separated,
who complained of marginalisation and
invisibility in the context of synagogue
life, have been offered more sensitive
care and attention.
But the one burning issue relating to
ritual and practice which has dominated
public interest since publication of the
Review report, has been the plight of
"chained women". Thousands of Ortho-

dox women around the world are
locked into failed marriages and despite their pleas for %cz/czfr7zz.c solutions

to resolve their predicament, enabling
them to remarry and have children if
they so desire, none have been forthcoming which are acceptable to all
Orthodox authorities.
This is not the first time that the
plight of the czg2/7zof has hit the head-

lines or become the subject of
international campaigns orchestrated
by Jewish women's organisations. This
time, the vital new ingredient at the
close of the twentieth century is
demography. The problems surrounding the withholding of a gef are
becoming ever more serious as the
divorce rate in the Jewish world continues to escalate dramatically and the
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to the well-being of Jewish continuity
throughout the world.
In an attempt to address this issue
the Review' s Gef and .4gr73¢fe Working
Party recommended the introduction
of a pre-nuptial agreement (P.N.A.)
and in October 1993 Rabbi Sacks announced that he would be introducing
this PNA as a pre-requisite of all
marriages solemnised under his jurisdiction. It took a further two years of
hard negotiation for him to. achieve a
consensus among all sections of the
Orthodox community in London and
the Provinces. Finally, a revised PNA
gained approval by religious authorities both here and in Israel, as well as
by senior divorce judges in this country even before the Family Law Act
was passed.
Two further courses of action have
been taken in respect of czgzt73of. Syna-

gogues are now permitted to use
communal sanctions against recalcitrant husbands. The withdrawal of
privileges and denial of honours to
men who refuse to give their wives a
gef is approved by Rabbi Sacks' office.
As yet, there are few examples to be
found of these sanctions being applied.
Possibly of much greater immediate
significance are the intricate negotiations, carried out over many years by
the Board of Deputies, working with
individual lawyers, judges and law
makers, to introduce into civil law
potential partial solutions to the withholding of a gef by either party.
The Family Law Act, which was
passed in 1996 and is expected to be

implemented during this year, will
bring radical changes to the procedure
for civil divorce. A provision in this
Act allows a court, in addition to other
arrangements, to require a Jewish couple to file a declaration that they have

both taken all steps that are required to
dissolve their marriage in accordance
with their religious usages before it
will consider granting a civil divorce.
Unfortunately, it does not say the court
must do so but may do so. But if it can
be shown by the party who applies for
this provision to be implemented that,
before the marriage, the couple had
entered into a pre-nuptial arrangement,
so demonstrating their intention to
regulate their lives according to their
religion, the judge may take this into
account.

In addition and in support of these
communal endeavours, a new campaign has been launched by the
International Council of Jewish
Women, I.C.J.W., in partnership with
the Jerusalem Center for Public
Affairs, to be known as The Intemational Jewish Women's Human Rights
Watch. The project will research and
publicise the circumstances of czg.I/#of

around the world. By illustrating
discrimination against women and violations of human rights, as contained
in human rights conventions adopted
by the United Nations during the last
50 years, the campaign aims to bring
further pressure to bear on Orthodox
rabbinical courts.
Since the completion of the Review
other major research has been conducted by the Institute for Jewish
Policy Research and the Board of
Deputies. All point to dramatic
changes in the social circumstances
and religious attitudes of Anglo Jewry.
As with the Women in the Community project, major practical and
directional changes which have already
been undertaken by the community's
most important organisations, have
been decided upon by the lay leadership and financed by forward looking
donors.

The focus of Jewish activity has
moved away from the synagogue and
with it has gone community leadership. As a consequence Jewish women,
who make up the majority of that community, will play an increasingly
important role in the development and
direction of J.ewish life in this country
as we enter the 2 1 st Century I

ROSALIND PRESTON 0BH was bor# I.#
London in 1935 and has fior the past 35 years
been actively iirvolved in the voluntary sector.

She was President Of the National Council of
Women, G.B. 1988-90, Vice President Of the
Board of Deputies 1991-1994 and Vice President of British WIZO. Her major concern
continues to be the status c[nd welfare Of women
worldwide.
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Studies show that average American parents

give their children on average just three
uninterrapted minutes Of quality time per day.
This is a shocking f igure.

wondrous things during the

THE CREATOR
seven days of MADE
creation,MANY
but none
so precious as the Sabbath. Of far
greater significance than the duration
of creation is the fact that it was
crowned by the Sabbath. (Gen.2:1-3).

It brought rest and refreshment to.the
toiling world. The concept of the
creative pause, sanctified by the divine
example, is one of the greatest spiritual
and social contributions to civilisation
made by the religion of Israel. Yet our
money-making world today treats rest
and relaxation as servicing the needs
of further work. Logic dictates that
workers will be more productive if they
are given time to refresh and renew
their
energies.
This
shallow
understanding of the Sabbath would
have us believe that humanity' s noblest
goal is physical toil rather than
moments of spiritual reflection. The
fact that the Sabbath is the holiest day
of the week - by far transcending the
six preceding days of work -lays waste
to this concept. In Judaism the six days
of work are all a preparation for the
one glorious day of rest. When man
works hard to store some treasure, it

affords him a meaningful day of
relaxation in which, unencumbered by
material concerns, he can focus on the
purpose of his creation, the direction
of his life and commune with the
divine. He can strengthen his human
relationships and bask in the glory of
creation rather than dedicate more time
to the domination of nature.
Never before has life been so busy.
The chaotic times in which we live are

governed by emergencies in which
everything is urgent and pressing.
Never before have people been so harried, with mobile phones ringing, tens
of e-mail messages that must be answered, faxes and post streaming

KOSHER PARENTING
Shmuley Boteach
A number Of rabbis have made a big impact upon both
the media and the Jewish community in recent years.
One Of the youngest and most dynamic is Rabbi Shmuley
Boteach who has an American Lubavitch background.
As well as working with students through the L'Chayim Society,
he has published a number Of books.
The latest, entitled K!oskyer Sex, has aroused considerable
controversy. IVIA:ANNA asked Rabbi Boteach if he would
contribute a guest column on a subject of his choice.
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through our in-trays and endless business travel. The greatest harm of this
harried lifestyle is that the urgent is
always placed before the important.
Modern people are no fools. Ours is
arguably the most literate, educated
and informed generation of all time.
We do indeed know the difference between right and wrong, the ephemeral
and the eternal, the urgent and the important. So why are our lives in such a
mess? Because although we know what
is important, we never have any time
for it.
Sociologists point out that children
today seem to be far worse behaved
than in any other time in recorded his-

is it that children today seem to have
no guidance? Are today's children really such monsters? Of course not.
Rather, the errant behaviour of today's

youth is primarily a cry for attention.
Our children are delinquent because
we have no time for them, choosing
instead to pacify them with toys and
television, rather than with love and
attention. Their misbehaviour and
wrongdoing result not only from a lack
of supervision and guidance on the part
of neglectful parents -too involved in
their careers to give their children the
attention they crave - but rather from a
deep-seated desire to get noticed. In-

deed, children today overcompensate

On the Sabbath day man corfronts the sacred
and learns not just to place the inportant
bof;ore the urgent. Rather, the beauty Of the
Sabbath is that on the Sabbath there simply
is nothing urgent. The Sabbath is not about
leari'i:ing a sense Of priorides. Rather it is
about being elevated to a higher sense Of
reality. On the Sabbath we discover that
whatever we think is urgent, is actwally
non-eristent.
tory. Reports of young girls getting
pregnant at eleven no longer shock us.
Soon the horror stories of children
shooting each other with guns - as recently happened in Arkansas - will
have the same deadening effect. Why
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for a lack of parental love with hurtful
behaviour which is their appeal for affection.
Studies show that average American
parents give their children on average
just three uninterrupted minutes of

quality time per day. This is a shocking
figure. Why is the time that parents
spend with children today so pitiably
minuscule? Surely it is not due to the
fact that parents today love their children less than in the past. Indeed, when
it comes to a moment of crisis, there is
little that parents today will not do for
their children. Rather, it is because they
always put the urgent before the important.
We all recognise that time spent with
children is important. So one sits down
to play with one's children or to read
them a story. Suddenly, the phone
rings. And while one's children are

much more important than the phone
call, the call is #rge#f. If you don't run
to pick it up just now, you will miss it.
When you return from the call to continue the story you were reading, you
notice that it is now seven o'clock and
there is a very important item on the
evening news which, again, you just
cannot miss. Later, when you return
for the third time to resume your time
with your children, you look at your
watch and remember that the gym will
only be open for another half-hour and
you once again run to accommodate
the urgent and, in the process, compromise the important.
And so people blindly trample on
everything which they know to be dear
to them, while their most precious ob1igations are ignored. Later, when we
retire in our old-age, we will look back
and our deepest regret will be that, now
that there is nothing urgent, we are

confounded with far too much time
because we have largely lost all that is
important. We wonder why our children don't visit us more in our

retirement and we remember that -like
a neglected bank account that is empty
through lack of deposits - it results
Continued on next page
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from our not having built strong relationships with them when they were
young. We have not developed a deepseated craving for knowledge, so books
are not sufficiently stimulating. Neither does religion engage us, since our
lives were devoted to shopping and
television. And since we have no relationship with G-d, we don't find His

presence comforting. Having grown up
in Miami Beach - America's largest
retirement community - I can attest to
the fact that so many of our dear elderly While away their retirement years
playing cards and sitting idly in deck
chairs in the sun. The Lubavitcher
Rebbe once said that retirement should
be about putting on "new tyres",
rededicating our lives to all that is important, at the stage of our life when
we finally have the time to pursue it
without the distraction of the urgent.
The problem is that by the time we
arrive at this special stage, we have
largely forgotten what is important.
It is for this reason that G-d gave
humanity the Sabbath, a twenty-four
period in which nothing whatsoever is
urgent. On the Sabbath day man confronts the sacred and leams not just to

place the important before the urgent.
Rather, the beauty of the Sabbath is
that on the Sabbath there simply is
nothing urgent. The Sabbath is not
about leaning a sense of priorities.
Rather it is about being elevated to a
higher sense of reality. On the Sabbath
we discover that whatever we think is
urgent, is actually non-existent. When
a father discovers the true pleasures of
playing with his children, he does not

entire family. They then wash their
hands for the eating of the Cfec!//c!fe, the

special braided Shabbos bread and they
then indulge in the sheer peace, serenity and pleasure of the Shabbos feast.
Suddenly, the phone rings.
This time, nobody rushes to pick it
up. It is forbidden. It is nine o'clock
and time for the evening news. Nobody runs to turn on the television. The
world can wait. The family is impervious to events outside the home, for the
only reality is the warmth, love and
kinship which they share around the
table with each other and with guests.
Conversation does not focus on the latest film and football scores. Rather, the
children read aloud what they have
learned at school of the weekly Bible

portion and the family speaks of G-d
as a close and reliable friend.
On the Sabbath, therefore, people
come to know the sacred. And by indulging in an uncorrupted period
lasting twenty-five hours, they learn to
extrapolate beyond this once-a-week
haven and incorporate sanctity into
other periods of their week by creating
a daily Sabbath of a few hours at a
time. Only the sacred can combat the
urgent.
My dentist is an orthodox Jew and a
close friend. On one occasion, he put a
filling in my tooth which dissolved the
very next day. I could not eat on that
side of my mouth and called him at
home, telling his daughter that it was
urgent. She returned to the phone saying that her father was preoccupied.
"Tell him it is an emergency. My fill-

ing has fallen out." She again returned

Now, imagine if we could each make just two
hours every day into a personal Sabbath. A
mother sits to play with her children on a
VIednesday evening. The phone rings, but she
refuses to answer it. Because the tine she
spends with her children is sacred, holy tine.
Her children are the Sabbath. `

Now, imagine if we could each make
just two hours every day into a personal Sabbath. A mother sits to play
with her children on a Wednesday
evening. The phone rings, but she
refuses to answer it. Because the time
she spends with her children is sacred,
holy time. Her children are the Sabbath. A man talks to his wife when he
returns from work. Rather than have
his wife wait as he sends one last fax
from home, he understands that the
time he spends working on his marriage is sacred time which cannot be
infiltrated. Suddenly, he has made
room in life for the important and his
wife feels that although he must depart
the marital home for ten hours each
day, even then he is doing it for her and
the children. Rather than feeling neglected, she feels herself to be the
epicentre of his existence, even when
his work pulls him away from home.
Ivhen Moses first encounters the Almighty in the Wildemess, he sees a
burning bush. He approaches the bush
to discover the wondrous site. The Bible says that at that point the Lord
spoke to him from the bush and the
first thing he commanded Moses was
to remove his shoes "for the ground
which you now stand on is holy."
Judaism is about teaching man to
find the hallowed ground upon
which no foot can trample. Judaism
sensitizes us to the moments of sanctity which must pervade our lives. And
the Sabbath is the single greatest lesson in discovering that sanctity.
The first step in reorganising our

priorities and strengthening our relationship with G-d and man is to set
aside two periods each day which must
be treated as the Sabbath. Every moming upon awakening we must offer
prayers to G-d from the depths of our
heart and without any interrfuption,
thanking Him for all that we have and
imploring Him for our daily bread.
And second, when we arrive home
from work each evening, we must give
our spouse and children uninterrupted
quality time, which is never infiltrated
by transient concerns I
RABBI SHMULEY BOTEACH wog born z.#
Miami in 1966. He is Rabbi and Director Of the

Oxford University and London L'Chayim

accept that doing so is better than making money. Rather, the two are utterly
incomparable. One is real and everlasting, the other is ephemeral and illusory.
A family sits down at the Sabbath
table to partake of the Sabbath feast.
The father makes the blessing over the
cup of wine, which is then drunk by the

to the phone. "My Daddy. said that he
is celebrating his mother's 82nd birthday and you will just have to call him
in the moming at the office". The Bible
says that honouring one's parents is a
sacred duty. My tooth - truly not being
as important as a mother's birthday would have to wait.

Societies. His publications include The ]e;w.\sh
Guide to Adultery: How to Turn Your Mar~
riage Into An Illicit Affair /J99jJ cz#d Kosher
Sex: A Recipe for Passion and Intimacy //998/.
He lives with his wife and six children in London.

In deference to Rabbi Boteach, his
spelling of God has been maintained
throughout this article.
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from their children evoke strong
feelings. Links are made between
children's academic success and the
need for mothers to sacrifice their
careers to support them. Equally
emotive counter-arguments are made.
The polarisation of positions may not
assist a look at painful and complex
situations.
A Pcz#orcz772o documentary last year

asserted that children whose mothers
work full-time perform less well at
school than those children whose
mothers only worked part-time. The
programme, `Missing Mum' was slated
in the broadsheet press for more than a
week. Telephone lines to child
development and child mental health
experts buzzed. The chattering classes
felt hurt and a number of people built
effective and well argued defensive
positions. Most of those responding
were, not surprisingly, professional
working mothers. They argued, among
other things, that they needed to work
in order not to go mad and so that they
could be really interesting to their
children and interested in them. They
argued for equal opportunities for
working women and that going back to
the 1950s was no solution.

CAN
ABSENT
MUM MAKE
THE HEART
GROW
FONDER
?
Trudy Klauber
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There is some evidence, coming
mainly from California, that the
children of full-time working mothers
and particularly the so7zs of full-time
working mothers are doing less well at
school than those of mothers who are
more available. This research is, as yet,
extremely limited and it is not at all

clear that the number of hours worked
by mothers is Z¢e cause of under

business took over everything.
The second example in the pro-

gramme was much more painful to
witness. Two professional parents
complacently asserted that they had the
balance just right. The father who had
the smaller income had agreed to be a
part-timer - at the time of the broadcast, part-time meant 50 hours a week
- and to look after the children so that
his high-flier and high earning wife
could work full-time. In her case fulltime meant between 10 and 16 hours a

day away from home and children. The
horrific revelation was that the deprived and depressed middle son, aged
15, immediately unburdened himself
to the TV camera, only too willing to
make public his distress and resentment. He said he wanted his parents
around to remind him to get on with
his work and " ...to control me". His
mother, interviewed on her return
home after 9.30pm smiled blandly,
perhaps hiding her shock. She said,
"He would say that, wouldn't he? Any
excuse for not getting down to it." I
suspect that what might not have been
shown on public television was a lessthan-secret feeling from the boy that if
educational success meant the lifestyle
his parents were leading and the deprivation and depression he was feeling,
he wanted none of it.
If anyone is to attempt to address the
difficult issues inherent in the conflict
between the legitimate professional as-

pirations of parents and the real needs
of their children, without becoming
polarised into self-justification or guilt,
then real dilemmas and conflicts have
to be worked through.
Any thinking which starts with the

two graphic ill_ustrations of the way in
which parents' working lives can
interfere with children' s development.
The first showed a successful business

premise that it is mum who is missed,
begs the answer that when mum is
more present all will be well. We all
know that to be simplistic and untrue.
It seems to me that the unspoken and
sometimes unconscious priorities
which
underpin
marriages
or

woman whose daughter had begun to
have anxiety attacks. She couldn't
sleep and was suffering at school. The
worried mother had made the link with
her own working life and changed the
balance of her priorities. She now gave
" ...three to four hours of quality time

partnerships are what the children pick
up. They do not need to be spoken in
words. Parents whose words and
actions are at odds with their real
values and priorities will not help their
children. That is where ideas like
"quality time" are not just ineffective

to my work and all the rest of the time
is for my children and other things".
She was insistent that giving ``quality"
time to children didn't work. Her
argument was that her daughter had
suffered greatly from lack of time and
from the obvious priority that the

because they are superficial. They have
a confusing effect on children who get
the hug or the `quality time' from

performance.
ThePa#orcz77cczprogrammeprovided

parents whose hearts and minds are
really elsewhere.

The crucial thing is that parents think
together about their children's needs
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Selection is a tricky business and no-one can

guarantee to get it right. Careful interviewing
and rof;erences are some scifeguard.
But ultinately there is the need f;or parents,

children and corer to get to haow each other in
a natural way, over time.
and agree about the decisions they
make. It is the partnership which is
important and the children feel the

quality of it. The bible itself reiterates
the joint responsibility for child
rearing, fathers focusing on teaching
their children and mothers on other
aspects of their upbringing. The

partnership is emphasised again in the
Friday night kabbalat Shabbat when
both parents have roles to play in the
ritual.

Parents who want to pursue their
chosen careers have the right to do so.
There are many mothers and fathers
who would be terrible parents if they
stayed at home all day without the
satisfaction and fulfilment which their
professional lives afford. A frustrated,
depressed or resentful parent at home
is bound to have an impact on a child
who by constitution is open and
receptive to the parents and their
emotional states from birth onwards.
The more difficult question for
parents to ask themselves is how to
make good enough arrangements in
order to get on with careers cz72c7 to

think about the children. One evasion
of the question is when both parents
argue that children #eed the nice
neighbourhoods, separate bedrooms,
computers, holidays abroad and private
education which two full-time incomes
buy. It is so easy for parents to go
along with the materialistic values
which suggest that these are the things
which children really need.
For many well-intentioned parents it
is difficult to realise how centrally im-

portant they are for their children when
they feel so unskilled and uncertain
that they can do the parentingjob right.
The provision of material goods is so
much easier and so concrete. It is even
argued that they are essential for children's success with friends and in
school. Such parents fail to notice that
the job of parenting will always be
difficult and fraught with uncertainty \since it is learnt step by step as the
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children grow.
A simple example of what is needed
is connected with the task of taking
children to nursery or school and collecting them. This job, so often passed
to the au pair or child-minder, leaves
some children with the feeling that
their parents do not know their teachers and that they, in turn, are not froow7c
when they go from one important part

of their lives - home - to another school. It does mean that as a matter of
routine, mummy or daddy, need to reorganise working hours to do some of
the taking and some of the collecting,
in person, to make the real connection
with teachers which the children can
see and hear and know is happening
and which is crucially important to
their sense of security.
It is also important to know that, if
either parent works long hours or is
very preoccupied with work, even tem-

porarily, there will be a price to pay.
There will be restlessness, tantrums,
anger, sleeplessness or faddy eating,
for example, as children show that they
feel very agitated, fed up or frightened.
Their reaction may seem out of pro-

portion to the reality or may occur at
some time distance from the actual absence. The importance of intimate
family relationships where such events
can be noticed, thought about and
worked through cannot be overstated.
The work parents do with their children in small ways through the days
and weeks are the important building
blocks of sound emotional health, the
basis for security and the ability to get
on with new ventures - school work,
friendships.
And what about older children and
adolescents? Their needs are remarkably similar to those of the little ones.
They too can get stirred up or de-

pressed when one or other parent is not
around enough. And teenagers have
the physical strength, development and
independence to try out all kinds of
things and to deny their actual need for

parental interest and checking up. They
hate to be spied on but they need someone to know what they are up to.
Parents may be treated badly or taken
for granted when they are around. That
is difficult to tolerate. But adolescents
need to know where we are as well as
what we stand for as they battle with
the conflicting perspectives which are
part of healthy adolescent development.
Reka Nagy, a PhD student at the
University of East London and the
Tavistock Clinic, is doing research into
child care arrangements and their impact on mother-child relationships,
especially the employment of nannies
and its impact on the under-fives. Reka
has pointed out an often overlooked
point. Parents choosing their nannies
seem to do so in rather the same way as
they address other important relationships in their lives: with more or less
thought and more or less care. Some,
who take very little care, rely on the
agencies who send a nanny to have
made an assessment. Some of these
parents are then subject to fears about
what au pairs and nannies might do to
their children, with the urge to find
fault, to catch them out and to trip them
up for their neglect or sadism. Selection is a tricky business and no-one can
guarantee to get it right. Careful interviewing and references are some
safeguard. But ultimately there is the
need for parents, children and carer to

get to know each other in a natural
way, over time, to find the nanny who
suits and feels suited.
A fmal point. Good relationships between carers and actual parents seem to
be the best way of helping children to
keep good memories and affection alive

when mummy and daddy are out or
away. Talking about the absent parent
in a spontaneous, friendly way reassures
children that they are in safe hands and
that the absent parent still loves them.
Children panic easily and have fantasies that they could be abandoned or
dropped for ever. The common fear that
they have caused damage or are too
much to bear will be more acute if there
has been real temper and upset. The
friendly network of adults who care for
the child and who truly like and talk to
each other is such a relief to children
who, just like many adults, are fearful
that an absence could mean there will

never be a retun I
TRUDY KLAUBER wczs bor# I.# Dczr/I.#gfo#
and taught for malay years in London bofore
training as a Child Psychotherctpist. She is now

a Consultant Child Psychotherapist at the
Tavistock Clinic, where one Of her particular
interests is in working with parents.
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world is shrinking because there are
more people dying than babies being
born. This fact does not even take into
account the exacerbating effects of
rampant assimilation in every Diaspora
community. Nobody should assume
that conversion into Judaism comes
anywhere near to balancing the haemorrhage out of Judaism. Those opting in
are a mere fraction of those opting out.
So the Diaspora is in steep demographic decline. That is the bald fact.
If there is any discrepancy between
all of the demographic studies, it is
only over the actual rate of "negative

growth", the demographers' term for
"shrinkage", of every Diaspora community. There is no dispute over the
fact of that shrinkage.
The clear result is that we are witnessing a radical re-alignment of the
make-up of the Jewish world. Instead
of Israel being the "junior partner" to
the Diaspora, within the next century,
that is our grandchildren's lifetimes
and perhaps the next half-century, the
Diaspora will become the junior partner to Israel because that is where the
majority of Jews will be living. Those
within the early Zionist movement who
believed in sfe/z./a/ feczgo/czfe, the elimi-

YOURCOUNTRYNEEDSYOU
Ian Morris
"Reform is on the Attack"

RABBI
BOYDEN'S
ARTICLE
(A44IVIV4
59, Spring
1998)
brings to mind an old joke. It was a
joke intended to exemplify the
characteristics of the old Go/#s yz.d
/GczJ#fDiaspora Jew).
Two Jews are found guilty of crimes
and are sentenced to be shot by a firing
squad. As they are marched out to face
the squad and the squad commander
orders that they be blindfolded, one of
the Jews pipes up and says: "Wait a
minute! We're entitled to a final cigarette first!" At which the other turns to
him and whispers: "Shhh! Do you want
to get us into more trouble?!"
Rabbi Boyden's analysis of the current situation and its ramifications is
both penetrating and vital. There can
be no gainsaying his conclusion that it
is imperative for Progressive Judaism
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to have a significant stake in Israeli
society because Israel is central to Jews
wherever they live. But Rabbi Boyden
writes as an Israeli, about Israel. So he
should.
But A44IVIV4 is essentially a Diaspora publication, catering for a
Diaspora readership. So while many
may be inclined to wish that Rabbi
Boyden would stay sfezw77c and not de-

mand a cigarette, it would be valuable
if we could put more of a Diaspora
spin on the whole issue. It may be that
the "final cigarette" is warranted.
As unpalatable as it may be, the
point is very simple. Every demographic study of the Jewish world
shows the same thing. There is only
one Jewish community in the world
which is registering more births than
deaths. That community is Israel.
Every other Jewish community in the

nation of the Diaspora, will have had
their vision fulfilled. Not, perhaps, in
the way that they would have wished,
but fulfilled nevertheless.
A fundamental point comes out of
Rabbi Boyden's observations. He
charts the increasing striking of roots
by Progressive Judaism in the soil of
Israeli society, which is heartening. But
it clearly has a long way to go. The
issue that must be addressed, then, is
the fact that Progressive Judaism has
for so long been regarded in Israel as a
manifestation of Diaspora Judaism,
with little relevance to Israeli Judaism.
Statistically and historically, this
perception has been true. The powerhouse of progressive Judaism has been
the United States with the rest of us
holding up our end, but most of the
time being dragged along, for better or
for worse, by American Reform
Judaism.
Rabbi Boyden is right when he states
that: "...Refomi Judaism...cannot afford not to have a significant stake in a
Jewish State..." But my proposition is
that the issue is even more acute than
he indicates. While it is not quite a
syllogism, the argument can be reduced to a set of logical statements:
• The roots and power of progressive
Judaism reside in the Diaspora.
• Progressive Judaism is still extremely vulnerable in Israel, despite

Continued on next page
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Israeli Progressive Judaism needs our help. It
needs money to build institutions. It needs
money and workers to create physical and
spiritual "facts on the ground" . It needs the
wherewithal, i,n the best traditions Of our
ancestors, Awraham oind Sara... It needs our
children and our grandchildren.
the recent improvements enunierated
by Rabbi Bo.yden.
• The Jewish community in the Dias-

shrinking.
•. pora
The is
Jewish
community in Israel is

beyond.

The present trend of Orthodox
Judaism is increasingly towards the
political and religious "right", decreasingly tolerant of pluralism,
increasingly concerned with ¢z4777faez.Z

growing.
• Within a century, World Judaism
will be dominated and shaped by the
way Judaism is practised in Israel.
• If progressive Judaism has not firmly
rooted itself in Israeli Judaism within
the next generation, then Progressive Judaism will fail to have any
chance of setting any agendas for the
Jewish future.
The fight to establish a strong Pro-

and the "How?" questions, rather than
the pexplexity of the myriad "Why? &
What?" questions that are thrown up
by our contemporary world.
Try to imagine a world in which the
only voices that were heard in the Jewish world were the voices of the
increasingly reactionary streams of
Orthodoxy. A world in which Samson

gressive Judaism in Israel is therefore

Ere/z -"Modern Orthodoxy" -was as
much anathema as Refomi or Masorti

not just a case of "picking a fight with
Orthodoxy" because we have a habit
of fighting with Orthodoxy and do so
out of an automatic reflex action. Nor
is it just because it is a matter of "human rights" and "justice", even though
it undeniably is an issue of "justice".
The fight to establish a strong Progressive Judaism in Israel is about
preserving Judaism ie. Judaism in
general, not just `RSGB' or `ULPS'
Judaism, in the century to come and

Raphael Hirsch's rorczfe z." Derec%

Judaism. In short, a style of medieval
fundamentalism.
Such a scenario would be detrimental to the survival of Judaism per se not just to our shuls and our institutions, but to the very Jewishness of our
Progeny.
This is why Progressive Judaism has
contributions to make to the Jewish

future. These "Why?" and "What?"
questions, as well as the "How?" ques-

tions are the questions that we seek to
address. And the future of Judaism for
our descendants is the future that we
seek to ensure. The stage on which this
future will be played out will be Israel.
We cannot affordjust to sit ih the audience. Nor can we do anything from the
wings. Our rightful and necessary
place is centre stage. Not because we
suffer from "star ego", but because we
are essential if the show is to go on.
That is all.
Israeli Progressive Judaism needs
our help. It needs money to build institutions. It needs money and workers to
create physical and spiritual "facts on
the ground". It needs the wherewithal,
in the best traditions of our ancestors,
Avraham and Sara, to "make souls"

(the phrase comes from Rashi) for
Israeli Progressive Judaism. It needs
us. It needs our children and our grandchildren.

Could and should, Jews make a decision to move countries just on the
basis of some outlandish ideology? It
has been known to happen. What the

question boils down to is whether or
not we actually care enough about our
Judaism to ensure its survival, growth
and development into the generations
to come. Throwing our lot, physically,
in with the future of our People indicates a choice and a set of priorities. So
does deciding not to do so.
Perhaps it would be easier not to

make trouble. Perhaps we should simply allow demography and the forces
of history to run their course. Perhaps.
But how will we explain to our grandchildren that we have not even left
them a Judaism that they will be able
to live?

We do not need a cigarette. We need
a match with which to light a fire. A
fire which will illuminate and warm
and act as a beacon for years to come.
A fire which can be kept burning continually to show future generations the
way. We know from the Book of
Leviticus about fires that were kept
burning continually. They burned in
Jerusalem. And that is where we will
have to tend them again. Is that a tragedy? Not really, just a bit sad to
contemplate. The tragedy will be if we
are the ones who let the fire go out.
And go out it will, if we are the ones

who will not make trouble I

RABBI IAN D MORRIS wczs bor# z.# .4#sfrcz/I.cz

and trained for the rabbinate at the Hebrew
Union College, Cincinnati. Afiter serving congregations in Perth and Adelaide, Rabbi Morris
and his family moved to Leeds where he is
rabbi of Sinai Synagogue.
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The Runnymede Trast, established in 1968, is an independent
research and poliey ageney concerned with race relations and
cultural diversity. It recently published a report entitled
lslamophobia: A Challenge for Us A11' /£9.JO/. MAI`INA czsfrec7

Rabbi Julia Neuberger, a member Of the Islamophobia
Cormission, to write about the findings.

SALAM
ALEIKUM
Julia Neuberger

Trust published a report on antiIN semitism
1994, THE
as a race
RUNNYMEDE
issue, entitled
`A Very Light Sleeper', in Conor
Cruise O'Brien's immortal words. It
came up with a considerable number
of recommendations, amongst which
was the suggestion of looking at antidiscrimination legislation on the basis
of religion, as opposed to ethnicity.
For the members of the Commission,
chaired by the Right Reverend Richard
Harries, Bishop of Oxford, were

perplexed by the fact that Jews and
Sikhs were protected by the race
relations legislation on the basis of
ethnicity, whilst Muslims were not.
That was by no means the only
recommendation but it is significant.
For when we drew together members
of the Runnymede Trust's Islamophobia Commission, it was one area
we knew we wanted to look at. Dr
Richard Stone and I were the only
Jewish members of the group. It was
chained by Professor Gordon Conway,
then Vice-Chancellor of Sussex
University and now head of the
Rockefeller Foundation in the United
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States. Membership was religiously
mixed, but surprisingly focused on a
similar agenda and surprisingly clear
about what was wrong and about at
least some of the action needed to put
matters right.
One thing that shook us all was that
it was possible to say things about
Islam and Muslims in polite British
society that one simply could not get
away with if one said them about Jews.
The old upper class anti-semitism may
still exist, but it manifests itself rarely.
Meanwhile, chattering middle class
Britain has a terrible tendency to say
things about Islam in general terms.
They ignore the fact that Islam, like
any other faith, is not monolithic and
that Muslims,like Jews and Christians,
disagree amongst themselves.
The worst manifestation of all this
came in the wake of the Salman
Rushdie affair. RIght-thinking Britain,
free speech loving Britons, laid into
Muslims for not protesting about the
Iranian/cztwcz urging the killing of the
writer. They protested, rightly, in my
view, at the book burnings in Bradford
Contirmed on next page
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For the last ten years in this country Muslims
have endured a bad press. They are said to

tyrannise their women, bleed their chickens to
death and disturb peaceful infidels with the
noise they make from the top Of their minarets.
but failed to realise that it was a minority activity. All Muslims were tarred
with the same brush of being extremists, opposed to free speech, overly
sensitive and stupid in their willingness to take account of a religious
leader in Iran.
There were, without doubt, some
British Muslims who behaved stupidly.
Their actions cannot be justified. But
the great majority just watched as the

provoked outrage from some people,
notably the columnist Polly Toynbee,
in The Independent. She started off her
column with the boast: "I am an
Islamophobe." She argued that she
wished to judge Islam on what hap-

press lambasted them and as hostility
to them, already widespread in an
activity known in many parts of the
country as `Paki-bashing', grew exponentially.
There are also instances when the

pens in Islamic states and not by what
moderate Muslims on Radio Four's
Thought for the Day dectaLle. (The
Independent,2:3.10.97).
Despite her views, the two Muslim
schools got their grant aid and

practice of Islamic law, as occasionally seen in Saudi and Iran, gave us
cause for concern. But so do the acts of
the Israeli government on some occasions, claiming to act for Jews and no
religious group has such a clean record
that it can afford to attack others.
Muslims have suffered badly from
various forms of prejudice. As Jews,
we have had voluntary aided status for
Jewish schools in our peculiar British
educational system for many years
now. The Jews' Free School in Cam-

provoked more outrage. Dr Patrick
Sookhdeo of the Institute for the Study
of Islam and Christianity was of the
view that Muslim schools could be
breeding grounds for extremism (Dczz./);

den Town was the first of many all
over the country, wherever they were
needed and wanted. Muslims now
number around a million within the
population. Their birthrate is high and
they are a young minority group. Yet
until the decision this last January to
allow voluntary aided status for two
Muslim schools, one in London, one in
Birmingham, Muslims were prevented
from having their own schools with
voluntary aided status. So Muslim education in day schools was only possible
for those who could afford it privately,
in a population that has some of the
most deprived people in the UK

willing to look seriously at religious
anti-discrimination legislation because
it was "not necessary" and because it is
hard to define "religion". The publication of our report on Islamophobia

„czz7 10.1.98), whilst the Reverend

logic is faulty.

Far more serious is the assumption
that Muslims are in some way foreign.
The evidence is that by 2001 there will
be over 700,000 people of Pakistani
origin in Britain, almost all of whom
will be Muslim and two thirds of whom
will be.British born. Nothing foreign
about them, any more than there is
about most Jews. We may have origins
outside Britain but most of us were
born here and regard ourselves as British.

Most worrying of all is the assumption that any terrorist activity will have
been carried out by Muslim fundamentalists. In all the examinations of the
texts available to us, one of the most
shocking to me was the columnist
Bemard Levin on the subject of the
Oklahoma bombing. He wrote: "...Do

David Streater of the Church Society
said that the decision could have `serious consequences'. He went on to
argue that: "Islaln is not a quiescent
faith. It is probably more evangelistic
than Christianity itself. And this will
be seen as just a foot in the door. We
may be an increasingly secular society,
but this is still a generally Christian
country and we have to reflect that."

you realise that in perhaps half a century, not more and perhaps a good deal
less, there will be wars in which fanatical Muslims will be winning? As for
Oklahoma, it will be called Khartoum
on the Mississippi and woe betide any-

(7lfee rz.mes 10.1.98). Roy Hattersley in
his Endpiece in 77ze G#czrdz.cz7z took a

one who calls it anything less." (7lfee
rz.mes, 21.4.95). In fact Muslims had

different view. He praised the decision, but reminded us it had been
necessary in part because of what had
happened to Muslims in state schools:
"In Birmingham, lovable school din-

nothing to do with the Oklahoma
bombing. Those who perpetrated it
were white supremacists, who, if anything, would have to be described,
inaccurately, as Christian.
These are some of the soundbites we
found. Muslims are living with them
everyday. Caricature was common.
Muslims are fair game. Intolerance of
Islam is widespread and ignorance still
worse. We came up with manifold conclusions. Amongst them were some
which the Jewish community could
help with very considerably if it so

ner ladies refused to cook fe¢Jcz/ food
and one headmistress notoriously sus-

pended two boys for performing their
religious observances during their
lunch break." (27ze Gw¢rdz.cz7210.1.98).

anongst its members.
The Runnymede Trust Commission
recommended voluntary aided status
for Muslim schools, according to the
general standards prevailing for all

He then continued, on a tack which
members of the Jewish community
should think hard about: "The fact that
Islamic education pays more than lip
service to Islam will be regarded by
secularists as absolute confirmation

schools. Whilst Jack Straw, the Home
Secretary, who launched the Report,
felt comfortable with that, he was un-

that it ought not to be allowed...we
have all grown up with the little foibles
of the Anglicans and they no longer
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either protrude or offend..."
For the last ten years in this country
Muslims have endured a bad press.
They are said to tyrannise their women,
bleed their chickens to death and disturb peaceful infidels with the noise
they make from the top of their minarets. Meanwhile, Muslims who are not
brown or black are not protected from
abuse if they are wearing the hijab, or
if they are seen going in or coming out
of the mosque.
Equally, though the blasphemy legislation is almost defunct in Britain, it
is manifestly unfair that it protects only
one religion, the state religion of christianity. Christianity suffers few attacks
in Britain. Islam is frequently attacked
and Judaism far less frequently. The

chooses.

First, the issue of voluntary aided
schools. The Jewish community could
support Muslims in their application
for voluntary aided status for schools,

MANNA SUMMEPl 1998

particularly now that the principle has
been accepted. Second, the Jewish
community could join with Muslims
and others in campaigning for antidiscrimination legislation on the basis
of religion. Jews should not be happy
to be classed as an ethnic group and
should make common cause with Mus-

Providential Accidents
An Autobiography

Geza Vermes

lims over this.
Third, the Commission recom-

mended better education about Islam
in schools. The Jewish community
could set a lead by providing good education about Islam in its own voluntary
aided schools, by inviting Muslim

`„.an outstanding Hebraist who would become,

pupils to visit Jewish schools and

`Vermes's

arranging return matches for Jewish
pupils to Muslim schools.
Fourth, the Jewish community could
decide to learn more about Islam in its
adult education. Friendly relations with
local mosques would be one way to
start. Joint activities and the sharing of
food, can be valuable socially but is
vitally important educationally. Parents can teach their children not to be

not merely one of the most distinguished
interpreters of the Scrolls, but their most
authoritative popularizer' /71S/.
stunning

autobiography

provides

constant evidence of the intuition, wholeness and
humilfty that facilitated the "providential accidents"
which have shaped his life' /777e Tab/ef/.
1n the tangled word of Christian.ewisli relations,
probably no academic has made so original or
significant a contribution' /Jem.ch Cfroni.a/e/.

£19.95 (hardback)

lslamophobic only if they are knowledgeable and interested.
Fifth, the Jewish community is already involved in some bridge building
andjoint activities with Muslims. That
could be vastly strengthened. It is still

a minority activity and it would be
helpful to the cause of common understanding and better relationships if
every congregation has a joint Jewish
Muslim event each year.
Lastly, the Commission recommended close scanning of the press
and a fierce campaign to stop the widespread caricaturing of Muslims. Jews,
who have been so sensitive about what
they have seen as anti-semitic, could
also complain about caricatures and
offensive depictions of Muslims, because stereotyping and caricaturing of
that kind is always wrong.
These are some suggestions of wbat
local Jewish communities could do.
There are far more outreach activities
waiting for action. But that requires
more energy and more commitment.
What I am recommending, as a result
of the findings of the Commission on
Islamophobia, is at least minimum activity from our own communities to
make it clear that we take lslamophobia
as seriously as we do anti-semitism. It

affects us, too .
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ivl%NINIA
ESSAY
NEW TASKS
JonathanMagonet
Rabbi Professor Jonathan Magonet is the Principal Of Leo Baeck College. He conir{buted
a challenging paper to last autunn's Festival Of Reform Judaism at the Sternberg Centre
in London. The paper proved controversial since, along with a workshop led by Rabbi Dr
Jonathan Romdin, it grabbed the le;v\iiski Chroni!che headlines and, some thought, dre:w
af tention away f rom coverage Of the Festival itself However, the paper was
characteristically thoughtfiul and challenging andMAAINIA bell.eves that our readers
should have the opportunrty Of reading what Rabbi Magonet had to say.

I

HAVE GREAT DIFFICULTIES
with the various terminologies of
`Conservative', `Refom', `Liberal'

and `Progressive' Judaism. I accept

that there is a major dividing line
between what are called `orthodoxy'
and `non-orthodoxy', though if we
look at what people do, as opposed to
which side of the line they identify
with, the boundary between them
b ecomes
somewhat
fuzzy.
Nevertheless, such a boundary does
exist. But once you are on the `nonorthodox' side of the line, once you
question the view that the Torch is the
immediated word of God dictated to
Moses at Sinai and start raising
questions of historical truth, you
belong in the same club, whatever label
you adopt. Moreover it is largely a
matter of accident - what synagogue
happens to be in the neighbourhood or temperament - are you more
committed to traditional forms or more
motivated
by
questions
of
contemporary relevance - as to which

of several branches of the Jewish club
you belong to. And there is nothing
against belonging to several clubs at
the same time if you can afford the
fees.

In this general view, I see no
essential difference between British
Liberal,Progressive,RefomorMasorti
Judaism, American Reform, C onservative, Reconstructionist or Jewish
Renewal Judaism, or, for that matter
pre-war Geman Liberal or Hungarian
Neologue Judaism. There are certainly
different degrees of practice of particular aspects of traditional Judaism
and different degrees of commitment
to addressing contemporary issues, but
they start from the same premise: that
Jews today are totally free to choose
what they observe, however they may
seektojustify,rationaliseorabsolutise
their particular selection. Unfortunately it is also true that disagreements
as to whether one is six inches to the
left or three centimetres to the right of
some imagined norm are enough to

cause hurt pride, irrevocable divisions
and the birth of new `six inches to the
left' or `three centimetres to the right'
ideological movements, complete with
mission statements, liturgies, clergy
and administrations. But that is simply
human nature.
In a situation in which we are utterly
free to choose to stay within the Jewish
world or to leave it and to pick the
movement that best suits us, or no
movement whatsoever, these major
ideological divisions have about the
same significance as the difference between Coke and Pepsi. Or better yet,
between the different varieties of soap
powder that are ultimately manufactured by the same company. They all
wash your clothes equally clean, because they are all made of the same
chemicals. They are all `the real thing' .
The issue is less one of substantial difference than of `brand loyalty' .
I hope this does not seem too cynical. There are simply times when one
gets tired of the rhetoric and the politics of the `six inches to the left' or
`three centimetres to the right' which

prevent the deeper questions being
asked. If we live in a kind of religious
supermarkettodayinwhichwearefree
to pick any particular brand off the
shelves and also to change it on another occasion if we feel like it, then
we have to address the problems posed
by these market forces. Since there are
people of different temperaments and
needs, it is probably necessary for individual movements to try to define
their unique selling points, if it is possible to identify them. But we should
also remember that when research has
beenconductedastowhypeoplejoina
particular synagogue, it is rarely the
ideological reason that is prominent in
the first instance. Instead people tend
to join if they have friends who are
members. Only afterwards do they ask
about the particular facilities available
or ideology.

So where does that leave the elaborate attempts to define a particular
movement ethos? All non-orthodox
Jewish movements seek to offer a legitimate Jewish experience, a place to
feel Jewishly at home, some kind of
spiritual and emotional support, as well
as essential services to meet our Jewish
needs `from the cradle to the grave' or
`hatch, match and dispatch' as it is
sometimes expressed. They are equally

concerned that there be a future for the
Jewish people as a whole. Moreover,
allthedifferentJewishreligiousmovements, even those that were the most
radical in the past, draw on the same

classical Jewish sources today, access
to which is increasingly available.
Since all of them also confront the
identical problems posed by modernity, there has to be a lot of common
oround.
The one element not mentioned in
the above listing is the opportunity to
fulfil Jewish duties, whether we use
the language of 773z.rzi/o} or of fulfilling

our Jewish purpose. But a major goal
of all our movements is precisely to
lead people to value their Jewish existence whatever the motives that first
bring them in.
It follows from these similarities that
there is also a lot of alliance building
amongst the different non-Orthodox
movements. Partly this is because they
recognise their commonality and occasionally the need to share resources.
They also face the same problem of
struggling to maintain a religious sense
of life in a largely secular world. In
recent years there has been the added
need to respond to the increasing and
increasingly vicious, attacks from
some parts of the Orthodox world.
How are these issues experienced in
terms of the two `Progressive' movements in the UK? Someone once did
the unkind exercise of comparing the
set of affirmations or values composed
by the Reform and Liberal Movements
in recent years. When set side by side
the differences were negligible. How
could it be otherwise since the two
movements serve the same- Jewish
population and have obtained their
Rabbinic leadership fi.om the same col1ege for most of the past forty years.
Moreover a number of their rabbis
themselves have comfortably moved
between the two movements. The anger that is evoked in some people by
the merest hint that the two movements
are virtually identical and should long
since have joined together actually

confros the degree to which differences between them are matters of
temperament and emotion rather than
of real substance.
That is not to say that such feelings
are insignificant or to be lightly dismissed. Religion, after all, does address
the emotional side of our lives as well
as the intellectual. In fact it is precisely
the problem of belonging to a nonconformist religious group that all too
often we define ourselves by reference

to the groups which we are not like,
even if we have to invent a stereotype
oftheotherforthesakeofcomparison.
We all have to justify our particular
brand loyalty.
Here we have to consider one other

aspect of market forces before going

further - and that is the impact of
competition. I have no doubt that the
exc ellent prayerb o oks, the imaginative
programmes and the serious ideological thinking of both movements in
the UK is in part the result of the
competition between them, however
understated it may be. We do not like
to think of ourselves as behaving in
such an ungentlemanly way! Are we
not, after all, amongst the bastions of
old-fashioned British values! Nevertheless, the very attempt to define

interestgroupswithinanoverallmovement framework. Before addressing
this question a bit more has to be said
about the perceived differences between the two movements.
Unfortunately, and it is again a general problem not confined to the UK,
not everyone.is as able or willing to
recognise the essential similarity between the `non-orthodox' movements.

h pat this is the product of the deep
insecurity within Judaism since the
Emancipation which has emphasised a
kind of unacknowledged hierarchic

AI the synagogue level the average member is

prin:rtly interested in such things as inpact directly
on his or her life. Since we live in a materialistic
age, the chiof Of these is llkaly to be the cost Of
membership and what you gct f ;or your money.
differences in movements that are in
essential ways the same has been a
great impetus to creativity and imagination and not .to be lightly set aside.
My question is whether the existence
of two such similar movements in mild
competition with each other is any
longerthemosthelpfulapproachtothe
problems and needs of Anglo-Jewry.
Certainly the pooling of resources
might make a significant difference to
our ability to deliver the services and
express the values that we both affim.
Is it time to try once aggtin to unite
the movements in a loose kind of
`progressive federation'? I can already

anticipate with a kind of horror the
number of committees, commissions,
focus groups, working parties, consultations, council meetings, AGMs,
EGMs and myriad other steps that
would have to be worked through to
create such a federation. Let alone the
problems of finding a suitable acronym and logo!
Whereas there were personalities
and a few ideological aspects that separated our two UK movements in the
past they hardly apply today. Rather
we would have to address the inertia of
two bureaucracies and the delicacy of
acknowledging in a respectful way individual idiosyncracies and historical
features. But given that the same issues
of individual idiosyncracies exist
within each of the two movements anyway, we are effectively dealing with a
slightly extended version of the prob-

1em at the heart of both of them namely how to allow for degrees of
autonomy and the needs of special

thinking. We joke about the fact that
almost everyone looks over their right
shoulder for fear of disapproval. Some
look c7¢vke to the left, but the effect is
the same - a stiff-necked people.
Despite, or perhaps because, our emergence into an open society and the
freedom to choose our Jewish practice,
we have developed an anthology mentality. If my anthology of Jewish
practice is `a b c d e f', I am better and
somehow more authentic, than you if
you only keep `a b c and d' . If you also
keep `x y and z' I discount it or do not
even recognise it since neither you nor
I are particularly well educated
Jewishly anyway.
Now I have to be very careful here
because I am treading on genuine feelings of where boundaries need to be
drawn about what constitutes `authentic' Judaism. The real division lies

between those who think that at the
bottom line, traditional forms must
be preserved at all costs if Judaism is
to survive; and those who believe
that ideological values must be used

freely to correct or amend the tradition if Judaism is to survive.
I have great respect for both positions since living with the tension
between these two views is precisely
what `non-Orthodox' Judaism is about.
The debate between them is actually
essential for a healthy Jewish existence. The problem arises when
positions become absolutised, compromise becomes ruled out and mutual
respect and tolerance are set aside.
Since our non-Orthodox position takes
seriously historical development, we

that we do not put sanctions on such
congregations nor make a public fuss
about this. I would like to believe that
this is sinply a mark of our respect for
their autonomy and a degree of tolerance - even though it must also be
recognised that such attitudes are actually an affiont to the qualities, worth
and abilities of our women rabbis. But
the reality is that we do not rock the
boat on pragmatic grounds because we
do not want to risk endangering the
composition of the movement as a
whole. Nevertheless in this particular
case time and debate do affect attitudes.
Changes in the direction of greater
equality continue to occur.
But consider the current controversy
over commitment ceremonies for same
sex couples. Since women's issues affect half of our total membership and
are part of a changing national and international consciousness, it is clear that
sheernunbersandsocialpressuresmust
inevitably lead to a consensus egalitar-

Members of the Reform youth movement have pointed out that they cannot
thinkwhatthe`fussisaboutandaretaken
aback by the attitudes of their elders!
Nowsupposethattheendresultofall
the consultations is that we have a majority and minority result. Are we to
cope with the fact that some rabbis and
congregations are for such ceremonies
and some against and leave it as a matter of individual choice? Or will we feel
forced to have an exclusive kind of
policy that will enforce the result on
everyone? Perhaps we can conclude
that, as in the case of women's rights,
we simply acknowledge that within the
broad spectrum of our movement some
synagogues are for and some against,
but that these individual differences and
practices should not affect membership
of the movement as a whole - it is
sinply not a matter that needs to be
regulated.Whynottakeitevenfurther?
Why not see it as a sign of our strength
that different congregations take quite

Synagogues train us in tcking responsibiltry f;or
others and recognising the greater needs Of society,
as much as they instill in us specific Jewish ways Of
seeing the world. hionel Bhae speaks Of them as

f iactories f ;or manrfacturing goodeess in a world
which is sorely in need Of such.
ian position. But in the case of the other
issue,whichdirectlyaffectsonlyasmall
percent of the population and of our
synagogue membership, no such numerical or outside pressures will have
an effect. So it is actually a pure religious issue that can only be addressed
in ideological terms. Moreover, even
discussingitwillgetusnoplauditsfrom
those on the right of our movement and
beyond. It is a matter of a twentieth
century consciousness and knowledge,
combined with spiritual openness and a
generous perception of human needs
and realities, ranged against the full
weight of tradition and, it must be said,
some degree of psychological irrationality that raises the temperature of the
debate. Since it also addresses the interface between private and pubfic space,
if we debate the role of our synagogues
in this matter, it is our own version of
the e7"v question in Hampstead Garden
Suburb. What are we prepared to allow
tohappenpubliclyinourname?Finally
the divisions raised by this debate cut
through our congregations and, most
significantly, across the generations.

differentlinesonparticularissuessothat
the prospective member of our movement is offered real choice? So that just
as there are synagogues that pride themselves on their conservatism and are
valued for this, others pride themselves
on their liberalism and are valued for
this. It need hardly be said that some
such a model would become essential if
the two movements were to unite since
the range of views would be broadened.
But then something of the sort already happens - though we do not do
enough to give `personalities' to our
congregations for their particular
strengths, quafities or services. As we
strengthen our central movement, we
need to capitalise on both the shared
qualities and the unique specialities of
our individual synagogues.
I have raised these two particular issues because to my mind they still fall
within the `six inches to the right' or
`three centinetres to the left' category.

That is to say they do not make any
ultinate difference fo the Jewishness of
our movement or the essential nature of
Judaism, nor threaten Jewish

peoplehood. I would go further and
point out that precisely because of the
Enlightenment and the Emancipation
the Jewish world is now exposed to
every conceivable human reality and
everyissueofhumanrelatiouships.Progressive Judaism is one of the
movements whose rtzz.so72 d 'GZ7.e is pre-

ciselyitsreadinesstotacklesuchissues,

in line with and sometines in opposition to the tradition.
Astothetwoprogressivemovements
in this country, they need to decide how
to position themselves in the current
changingsituation.Atthemoment,with
a few nuances, both seek to be a `broad'
church and so overlap in virtually everything they do. One strategy might be
to polarise further. Thus the Liberal and
Progressive movement might seek to
becomethemoreradicalgroupingasits
historical reputation suggests, though
this would be at the risk of further
marginalisation.TheReformmovement
might seek to become more conservative and try to pick up those people
disillusioned with the United Synagogue, in more direct competition with
the Masorti movement. But that would
risk losing their broad-based constituency and relative fi.eedom to innovate.
However, precisely because we value
the democratic, pluralist nature of our
society and our own segment of the
Jewish world, we should probably aim
instead for a greater integration and
sharingofresourcesinthefirstinstance,
withoutanyparticularlongtermgoalin
mind. As well as collaborating in the
Leo Baeck Couege and the Centre for
Jewish Education, there are massive
tasks to be undertaken in the areas of
adult education, university chaplaincy,
leadership training and congregational
development to name but a few, where
shared resources are essentialo and no
ideological commitments stand in the
way. Our shared work with progressive
congregations in continental Europe
and the enormous task of helping the
development of communities in the
former Soviet Uinion, let alone the struggles to support our movement in Israel,
providefurtherperspectivesontheminor
differences between us. Perhaps it is a
narrowness of vision and inagination

that is the ultimate reason why we
tolerate the present unsatisfactory
situation.Hstorywilljudgeourachievements, not our rationalisations .
RABBIPROFESSORJONATHANMAGONET
is Prineipal Of Leo Baeck College, Co-Editor Of
the prayerbooks Of the R!Oform Synagogues Of

Great Britcin, a writer and broadcaster. His
/afes'f I)ook.. The Explorer's Guide to Judaism I.a
due to be published in Septe:rnber 1998.

that we do not put sanctions on such
congregations nor make a public fuss
about this. I would like to believe that
this is sinply a mark of our respect for
their autonomy and a degree of tolerance - even though it must also be
recognised that such attitudes are actually an affiont to the qualities, worth
and abilities of our women rabbis. But
the reality is that we do not rock the
boat on pragmatic grounds because we
do not want to risk endangering the
composition of the movement as a
whole. Nevertheless in this particular
case time and debate do affect attitudes.
Changes in the direction of greater
equality continue to occur.
But consider the curent controversy
over commitment ceremonies for same
sex couples. Since women's issues af-

fect half of our total membership and
are part of a changing national and intemationalconsciousness,itisclearthat
sheernunbersandsocialpressuresmust
inevitably lead to a consensus egalitar-

Members of the Refom youth movement have pointed out that they camot
think what the fuss is about and are taken
aback by the attitudes of their elders!
Nowsupposethattheendresultofall
the consultations is that we have a majority and minority result. Are we to
cope with the fact that some rabbis and
congregations are for such ceremonies
and some against and leave it as a matter of individual choice? Or will we feel
forced to have an exclusive kind of
pohicy that will enforce the result on
everyone? Perhaps we can conclude
that, as in the case of women's rights,
we simply acknowledge that within the
broad spectrum of our movement some
synagogues are for and some against,
but that these individual differences and
practices should not affect membership
of the movement as a whole - it is
simply not a matter that needs to be
regulated.Whynottakeitevenfurther?
Why not see it as a sign of our strength
that different congregations take quite

Synagogues train us in taking responsibility fior
others and, recognising the grea,tor needs Of society,
as much as they instill in us specific Jewish ways Of
seeing the world. hionel Bhae speaks Of them as
factories f;or marrfe,cturing goodeess in a world
which is sorely in need Of such.
ian position. But in the case of the other
issue,whichdirectlyaffectsonlyasmall
percent of the population and of our
synagogue membership, no such numerical or outside pressures will have
an effect. So it is actually a pure religious issue that can only be addressed
in ideological terms. Moreover, even
discussingitwillgetusnoplauditsfrom
those on the right of our movement and
beyond. It is a matter of a twentieth
century consciousness and knowledge,
combined with spirfual openness and a
generous perception of human needs
and realities, ranged against the full
weight of tradition and, it must be said,
some degree of psychological irrationality that raises the temperature of the
debate. Since it also addresses the interface between private and public space,
if we debate the role of our synagogues
in this matter, it is our own version of
the e7"v question in Hampstead Garden
Suburb. What are we prepared to allow
tohappenpubliclyinourname?Finally
the divisions raised by this debate cut
through our congregations and, most
significantly, across the generations.

differentlinesonparticularissuessothat
the prospective member of our movement is offered real choice? So that just
as there are synagogues that pride themselves on their conservatism and are
valued for this, others pride themselves
on their liberalism and are valued for
this. It need hardly be said that some
such a model would become essential if
the two movements were to unite since
the range of views would be broadened.
But then something of the sort already happens - though we do not do
enough to give `personalities' to our
congregations for their particular
strengths, qualities or services. As we
strengthen our central movement, we
need to capitalise on both the shared
qualities and the unique specialities of
our individual synagogues.
I have raised these two particular issues because to my mind they still fall
within the `six inches to the right' or
`three centinetres to the left' category.

That is to say they do not make any
ultimate difference t6 the Jewishness of
our movement or the essential nature of
Judaism, nor threaten Jewish

peoplehood. I would go further and
point out that precisely because of the
Enlightenlnent and the Emancipation
the Jewish world is now exposed to
every conceivable human reality and
everyissueofhunanrelationships.Progressive Judaism is one of the
movements whose 7iczz.s'o73 cZ 'Gfre is pre-

ciselyitsreadinesstotacklesuchissues,
in line with and sometimes in opposition to the tradition.
Astothetwoprogressivemovements
in this country, they need to decide how
to position themselves in the current
changingsituation.Atthemoment,with
a few nuances, both seek to be a `broad'
church and so overlap in virtually everytling they do. One strategy might be
to polarise further. Thus the Liberal and
Progressive movement might seek to
becomethemoreradicalgroupingasits
historical reputation suggests, though
this would be at the risk of further
marginalisation.TheReformmovement
might seek to become more conservative and try to pick up those people
disillusioned with the United Synagogue, in more direct competition with
the Masorti movement. But that would
risk losing their broad-based constituency and relative freedom to innovate.
However, precisely because we value
the democratic, pluralist nature of our
society and our own segment of the
Jewish world, we should probably aim
instead for a greater integration and
sharingofresourcesinthefirstinstance,
withoutanyparticularlongtemgoalin
mind. As well as collaborating in the
Leo Baeck College and the Centre for
Jewish Education, there are massive
tasks to be undertaken in the areas of
adult education, university chaplaincy,
leadership training and congregational
development to name but a few, where
shared resources are essential. and no
ideological commitments stand in the
way. Our shared work with progressive
congregations in continental Europe

and the enomous task of helping the
development of comlnunities in the
fomer Soviet Union, let alone the stnig91es to support our movement in Israel,
providefurtherperspectivesontheminor
differences between us. Perhaps it is a
narrowness of vision and imagination

that is the ultimate reason why we
tolerate the present unsatisfactory
situation.Historywilljndgeourachievements, not our rationalisations I
RABBIPROFESSORJONATHANMAGONET
is Principal Of Leo Baeck Couege. Co~Editor Of
the prayerbocks Of the R:eforrn Synagogues Of
Great Britain, a writer and broadcaster. His
Jafesf book.. The Explorer's Guide to Judaism i.s
due to be published in Septe;rnber 1998.
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FLEXIBLE
Vivierme Gross
meanings and hidden values

THE WORD
which vary
`FAELY'
from EVORES
person to
person and from community to
community.
We are all likely to be affected by
beliefs about how a family `should' be
and by the subtle pressures to conform
to ideas we have about reducing the
gap between the ways in which our
`lived experience' of everyday family

life differs from the imagined and
largely mythical ideal.
I expect the future Jewish family to
be affected by the shifting patterns of
family life which are happening now
and which are likely to continue.
The challenge for the Jewish community will be to manage the balance
between continuity and change in the

evolution of the Jewish family - in
relation to its shape, style and ways of
caring for its members. Without continuity, the Jewish family could become
lost, failing to preserve its distinctive
ways of holding its history, its traditions and its familiar, valued ways of
doing things.
But without change the Jewish family could become too rigid in the face
of the need for successful adaptation to
new circumstances and thereby become `redundant' and unhelpful for
resolving the dilemmas facing its individual members. So keeping a suitable
pivotal position between continuity on
the one hand and change on the other,
will be the touchstone for successful
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family relationships in the twenty-first
century.
I would expect to see many more
varied family forms : same-sex couples,
with or without children; lone parents
raising families in collaboration with
others and with wider family support;
serial marriage as a more normative

phenomenon; and many more families
where second and subsequent relationship partners come together to fomi
families with children brought with
them from previous relationships.
The importance of maintaining and
developing ongoing relationship ties
with the non-resident parent for children in these circumstances will
become an increasingly preoccupying
task. Successfully managing these relationships over time with `the best
interests of the child' in mind will become a commonplace issue for a larger
proportion of Jewish families.
Families already engaged in these
step-parenting roles and those who are
parenting after divorce or separation
will already be attuned to the complex
` cultural' compromise involved. These

include arranging weekend and other
visits to non-resident parents, agreeing
on methods of discipline and other aspects of child-rearing, taking joint
decisions about choices of schools,
health-related decisions, Bar/Bat-

mitzvah planning, managing the role
of the couple's new partner/s in the
child's life, including up to four sets of
grandparents in the child/ren's world.
These are complex areas giving rise to
strong feelings, potential splits and divisions and requiring many new ways
of thinking about the roles and responsibilities of different family members,
when `family' means a much wider
spread of intercomected people than
has been our usual expectation.
All this new style of understanding
` family' must be considered against the

backdrop of the enormous growlh of
an elderly population, whose needs for
care and concern are likely to outstrip
the available resources of many of the
statutory health and Social Care providers. Where will we look but to the
family in the hope of finding a bottomless well of response to hulnan needs
in the last phase of life?
The complexity of families providing adequate care for their elderly
relatives, raising children in a variety
of relationship constellations, including keeping physically more distant,
but still `biological' parents involved
in meaningful ways after the couple
relationship has ended but where the

parenting responsibilities endure, combined with maintaining the fabric of
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The old stable pattern Of fe[mtly life -with an
extended generation network spanning

grandparents to grandchildren - is breaking
down. If present trends cohiirme, only
one out Of two children will grow up in a
`corrventional'feunily.

the family home, its necessary income
and its spiritual and community ties,
will present a great challenge.
I believe it will require flexibility,
resilience, much mutual support and
the capacity to reflect on the family's
own strengths and weaknesses at
different stages in the family's `lifecycle', combined with the willingness
to take risks and make the necessary
adjustments over time.
I believe that the Jewish `family'
will rise to these challenges and adopt
the diverse responses required with

vigour and creativity I
VIVIENNE GROSS z.a c! Fc!rmz./y 7lfeerapz.sf,

Clinical Director and Supervisor/Teacher Of
Family and Systemic Psychotherapy. She is a

member of Finchley Reform Synagogue and
contributes to the Community Services team
there.

so in a synagogue, each year Jewish
marriages are outstripped by Jewish
burials, the annual birthrate is roughly
two-thirds of the death rate. Overall,
Anglo-Jewry is an ageing community,
shrinking numerically as the number
of children born becomes insufficient
to ensure the community's long-temi
continuity.

The old stable pattern of farily life
- with an extended generation network
spanning grandparents to grandchildren - is breaking down. If present
trends continue, only one out of two
children will grow up in a `conventional' family. The family as the social
entity that embodied and enacted the
collective ideals of the Jewish people
is being replaced by fragmented individualism. We are witnessing the
degeneration of the Jewish family as
an incubator of purpose. What inner
transforlnation in the idea of the Jewish `family' will be needed if it is to

live out the ideals - of nurture and
respect, work, education and celebration - it has carried through the
generations?
Jewish family life will have a secure
future only if a new consciousness is
allowed to surface. In the past, Jewish
marriage was seen by the rabbinic tradition as a sacred duty. The first part of
the marriage ceremony was called
kz.cJCJc4sfez.77.

Its Hebrew root meant

`sanctification', `holiness'. But in a

world where lifelong, heterosexual,
monogamous marriage seems a minority phenomenon, can the concept of
ke.dd#s%z.7c be revivified? Can the idea

NEW RULES
Howard Cooper
makes grim reading - a third of

THE Jewish
STATISTICAL
marriages endLITANY
in divorce,
20% of Jewish children experience the
breakdown of their parents' marriage,
less than half the Jews who marry do

of matrimony as a holy venture, a religious and spiritual undertaking, be
retained - but re-understood in such a
way that it is not defined solely by the
dictates of Jewish legalism?
The new rules for fu.dd#sfez.#, for holy
living as a couple, need to be formulated within each relationship, free
of external demands such as parental
and peer-group pressures. Each couple
will have to search out ways in which
Continued on next page
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Although most parents try to do their best

f;or their children, and many from fractured
fiinilies emerge relatively unscathed, the
hard facts are that in general, children from
broken and reconstituted families suff;er a
crushing handicap and do worse in almost
every area Of life.

their relationship can be sanctified.
Emotional honesty, self-disclosure,
vulnerability will become the hallmarks of such sanctity. The new rules
for de.c7d"sfez.72, for the spiritual venture

which marriage and committed partnerships could become, will have to be
developed with an opermess and a
self-awareness which pays as much
attention to psychological needs as
sexual and financial ones. Jewish education - at all levels and ages - should
make this learning about personal
development and relationships a priority. Real Jewish continuity depends
upon it.
Rabbis and synagogues will have to
recognise the plethora of committed
relationships now possible outside the
boundaries of traditional Jewish norms.
The only relevant criterion will be the
inherent internal sanctity of these
mixed-sex and same-sex relationships.
The hallmark of the new fo.ddwsfez.7c will

be a spiritual integrity based on selfknowledge and knowledge of the other.
And being single - with or without a
partner -will be a source of pride, not
cause for feeling a failure.
If we really do believe that each Jew
is precious, then our Progressive
synagogues will have to adapt to reflect
that divine awareness. The ethos of our
communities must be welcoming and
inclusive, recognising the integrity
with which women and men seek
formal expressions of their Jewish
identity in relation to synagogue
communities, while at the same time
seeking support, security and nurture
from each other in a multitude of ways.
Various forms of synagogue membership should be available to all who
wish to identify themselves with Jewry,
whatever the nature of their formal
fecz/cz4fez.c status. And Progressive

Judaism must defend marginalised
Jews and part-Jews against condescension
and
disparagement
by
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self-proclaimed proprietors of the
established conventions .
RABBI HOWARD C00PER I.a cz ps}Jc%oanalytic psychotherapist, and co-author of
`A Sense of Belonging: Dilemmas of British
Jewish ldeutky' (Weiderfeld & Nicolson)

then have predicted the present levels
of mixed-faith families, single-parenthood, divorce or later marriage? We
knew that British Jewish families were
acculturating from the sociological
truism that Jews become like the communities in which they settle, a point
of view that was substantiated by
American research pointing the direction in which we were moving.
Increases in divorce and intermarriage may have been foreseeable
but the additional, quarter-century influence of feminism was not. We can
now appreciate its effect on Jewish
families: in 1995 440/o of Jewish men
aged under 40, the group most recently
marrying, had non-Jewish wives or
partners while the equivalent figure for
women was estimated at 30%. In previous generations women intermarried
even less frequently. So we are here
reaping the cost or benefit of Jewish
women taking their place in the wider
world.

What contemporary patterns will
help us understand the future? A few
statistics sum up the revolution in the
Western urban family. There was one
divorce for every 2.1 marriages registered in England and Wales in 1996
compared with one for 5.4 in 1971.
One in five of all dependent children
now live in lone-parent households and
in 1994 60% of marriages were
between persons judged to be cohabiting at the time of marriage. Jews are

THE FIGURES
Marlena Schmool
grczpfez.c outline of the Jew

family
`several
WHAT ish
WILL
THEbeDEA40-

decades' from today? To indicate the
future size and age-structure of any

population requires many assumptions
and figures are invariably given as a
series of alternative projections. How
much more so, then, for a projection
which has to build in not only births
and deaths but also at what ages
marriages or partnerships will be
established, how long each may be
sustained, whether they will be
followed by later marriages or
cohabitations, whether they will be
between Jews and non-Jews and/or
hetero- or homo-sexual and so on.
To begin by looking back. What
would information available in the
1960s have told us about today's
family? Certainly that there would be
less s)/7€czgogwe marriage, but could we

not immune from the cohabitation
syndrome and 340/o of synagogue marriages notified to the Registrar General
in that year gave identical addresses
for spouses at the time of marriage.
Birth rates are below replacement level
and women are on average having their
first child, whether within marriage or
partnership, at older ages - at 25.3
years in 1981 rising to 28 years in
1993. Again in 1994, 27% of house-

holds were of single persons with about
three-fifths of these being one person
aged 65 and over.
There is no suggestion that these national trends will reverse, and they all
affect the Jewish family. The average
age at first marriage for Jewish women
who married in a synagogue in 1990
was 24.77 years - six months above
the England and Wales average and
1.48 years higher than in 1981. More-

over, 19% are cunently marriages of
the strictly Orthodox community
where young marriage is the norm.
These weddings bring down the average synagogal marriage-age. For
centrist British Jewry the average age
will be higher and mothers will continue to be older. While divorce
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statistics are not available for the community, Jewish religious divorces
/gz.#z.#J are curently nmning at some
240 per year, that is one gef for every 4
synagogue marriages.
As regards family size, Jewish
women live on average three years
longer than Jewish men and in 1993
23% of women synagogue members
aged over 60 were living alone. This
suggests that for some years the community will continue to contain more
older women living alone. There are
theories that in the future single women
who `shared homes' at younger ages
may revert to this economically more
efflcient pattern as they become older
- an outcome which would help with
the pressure on children who worry
about parents living alone. This particular aspect of family life has been
aggravated by migration. The current
adult generation has experienced
marked migration from the regions to
London and, within London and the
larger regional centres, successively
from centres to suburbs. There has
been emigration of young and old to
Israel and elsewhere, and immigration
from Israel and other countries. Grand-

parents may see their grandchildren
only infrequently and `carers' may
have responsibilities which cross counties or countries. Qualitatively this
affects inter-family relationships as
does the now-accepted move of children to university, a move from home
which marks the transition to adulthood and independence.
What do all these trends show about
the Jewish family? First, strictly
Orthodox marriage data underline the
two forms of Jewish family in Britain,
indeed in the Jewish world at large the many-children model and tbe
smaller modem type. Overall, the
`traditional' family of a couple with
children under 16 will take in some
25% of community households and
just about half the core population over
17% of Jewish households will be of
the older single-person type and about
one in ten of those under 35 will be
cohabiting, rather than married - perhaps to marry when they decide to have
a family. All this is a far cry from the
pattern of 89% of adults married and
living in localised families which we
are so often directed to accept as an

ideal I
MARLENA SCHMOOL z.a Co""w#z.f);
Research Director at the Board of Deputies Of
British Jews. She has written and published
widely on Jewish demography, identity and
women and is currently editing .Pa:tterus a;nd
Trends at the End of A Century - A Profile of
Birriish ]ewTy' which will be published in July
1998.
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emotional devastation caused by the
chaos and dismemberment of family
lives.

JUDGE
Melanie Phillips
that have swept through western

THE society
CULTURAL
CHANGES
since the Second
World
War have not left the Jewish family
unscathed, although it may have held
out greater resistance than others. In
particular, it has been unable to defend
itself against the prevailing ethos of
individualism, which has caused the
pursuit of immediate gratification and
personal happiness to trump all other
values. Duty and responsibility to
others now take second place.
The result has been that sexuality
has become detached from marriage
and children, has lost its sense of the
sacred and tuned into a kind of recreational sport. Men and women are less
prepared to tolerate imperfections in
their marriages and quicker to dump
spouses who don't measure up to unrealistically high expectations. The
emphasis on personal independence
has encouraged more and more Jews,
like others, to think they can and
should avoid permanent attachments.
The main casualties in all this are
the children. Although most parents try
to do their best for their children, and
many from fractured families emerge
relatively unscathed, the hard facts are
that in general, children from broken
and reconstituted families suffer a
crushing handicap and do worse in
almost every area of life.
This is all very un-Jewish. Jews have
built an entire moral code around duty
and self-discipline, and have always
understood that it is only through
properly socialising our children
through strong family lives that our
culture can be perpetuated. There are
difficult and dysfunctional elements in
strong Jewish families, which have
caused distress and problems. But these
difficulties in such ordered families are
relatively minor compared with the

So what should be the response of
the Jewish community to this increasing and disturbing phenomenon? Many
in the non-Orthodox world say, along
with `progressive' sections of the wider
society, that family life has irrevocably
changed and that the correct response
should be to go with the flow, minimising the fall-out where possible and
not to try to reverse the situation. There
are several objections to this approach.
Far from minimising the fall-out, it

promotes the idea that family breakdown is acceptable and thus produces
more of it. It also rests on much wishful
thinking about the fall-out, maintaining for example that fathers can be just
as effective from a distance, or that
most children are unscathed by the experience, neither of which is true. It
ascribes most importance to the need
not to hurt the feelings of parents who
are bringing up children alone or in
step-families, when our main concern
should surely be for the children's
welfare.
This last point, the overriding prohibition against being `judgmental', is
the most corrosive of all. It stops us
making moral judgments. It prevents
our saying that it is wrong to behave in
ways that will cause harm to others,
particularly vulnerable children. It
confuses tolerance with moral indifference, and leads us to tolerate what
should be intolerable. This is deeply
corrosive of civilised values and should
be unheard of in the Jewish community. Sadly, it is fast becoming the
norm among Jews, at least in the
progressive movements. But the consequences for Jews of this cultural slide
will be a double whammy. We will
suffer the consequences not only of the
social breakdown in the wider community that will follow the collapse of the
traditional family, but an erosion of the
Jewish values that have been carried
forward from generation to generation
through the strength of family ties.
Such a slide can be halted, but only if
the community is made aware of its
consequences. If our communal leaders continue to serve up fashionable
alibis and excuses, the community will
have no reason to rethink its behaviour. Communal leaders have a duty,
while behaving humanely towards
those who do not conform, to uphold
marriage as the best way yet devised

for raising a family I
MELANIE PHILLIPS z.s cr co/c/m#!.sJ/or The
Observer.
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TAJIKISTAN

The las.t fey in?nths -and.sev?ral issues o{MAIS+NA -have seen considerable discussion Of Israel at 50. Media coverage has been
ext_en:i.vebrt.t.he.perspecfivesh_eve_Pe_enrelativ_elyconventional.MAINNAthoughtthatadiffierentviewmightbeofinteredstandasked

q P`akista,ni Muslim academic Dr Iftihar H Malik to contribute a portrait Of tw; nations, Pakistan and Isriel, in the 50th year of their
independence.
Dr. qualik': arficle is f~ollow_ed by_ a _challenging review. It has been written by Dr Mark Levene, historian and political scientist and
considers a book, significantly called Cpthestine. , by Kenneth Cragg, a former assistant Anglican bishop in Jerdsalem.
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THE FIFTIETH YEAR OF

remains immensely feeble. It is forgotten that even without sharing any
cordiality, two political or cultural
entities can still be alike in several
ways. For instance, Palestine, Sub-continent, Ireland, or Cyprus - different
regions with different dynamics - are
similar when one looks at their shared
links with colonial Britain, their sub-

i:Fveeirai:f|eyps:snd.efn:f;saenytwc.oaps:=:
post-colonial, plural and ideological
states highlights several issues.
Whatever one's own perception of the
Muslim-Jewish relationship, either
viewed as an intractable, enduring
conflict
or
an
unprecedented

parallelism
of unacknowledged
mutualities, the academic terrain
remains totally untraversed. The
centrality of geo-political issues,
coupled with a disputable paradigm of
the Middle East as a conflict-prone
region, have not allowed any
independent overview of these two
countries which, like several other
young nation-states, are still striving to
attain national cohesion, territorial
integrity and regional security. Like
several other post-colonial societies,
both are engaged in a multi-pronged
effort, too often subject to volatility, to
achieve
a
consensual
identity
acceptable to their own plural
inhabitants besides their sceptical
neighbours.
Both the Arab-Israeli conflict in the
20th century and the discordant Indo-
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Iftikar Malik
Pakistani relationship have also caused
a tunnel view of history, assuming a
centuries-old Muslim-Jewish and
Hindu-Muslim antagonism. Mutual
mistrust, absolute denigration and
sheer dismissal or dramatic exaggeration of each other's supposed
destructive designs, have characterised
the polemics.
An alternative discourse segregating
the geo-political from the historical
while seeking cultural commonalities

jection to partition as a process of
decolonisation and their uuresolved,
post-independence conflicts with their
immediate neighbours.
In all these states and regions, besides a common colonial British
heritage consisting of powerful denominators like the English language,
class-based divisions, leisure and sport
activities and parliamentarianism, the
forces such as religion, ethnicity and
nationalism continue their quest for
identity. Israel and Pakistan, in their
recent political history, have similarities and divergences which can be
defined both as historical and coincidental.

They are `old and new' nationstates. Historically and culturally, they
are linked with the ancient Biblical
heritage and the Indus Valley civili-
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sation, respectively. Whereas their ethnic origins are historic, their political
identities denoting their statehood are
recent. They may be characterised as
old nations but new countries. To several opinion groups, such an
interpretation is controversial. They
see in it a retrospective justification of
nations solely created by the withdrawing colonial power. Curiously, this
view is held by elites in those countries
which are themselves colonial creations.

pains, pangs and pleasures of nonIsraeli inhabitants of the Middle East
rather than stubbornly insisting on a
non-Middle Eastern, superior identity.
For non-Israeli Jews, this may not pose
a challenge as they share different
nationalities and cultures. For Israelis,
any non-Middle Eastern and exclusivist
cultural assertion on their part only
betrays their `foreigrmess' along with
exacerbating their own identity crisis.
Pakistanis, in an overwhelming
number, are native to the land though

The dileryuna Of being native and f;oreigl'ler

sinultaneously is not helping, especially when the
cultures remcin so alien and are assertively defined
as diffierent from the indigenous people Of the land.
It is true that Pakistan, unlike Israel,
is a new name yet Pakistanis have
been the indigenous inhabitants of the
land. They might have been inhabitants or architects of several regional
powers or empires, yet are predominantly descended from the earliest
dwellers of the Indus Valley. By contrast, Israel is an old religious name
whereas many Israelis are not indigenous. Very few people would deny
the Biblical roots of the ancient
Israelis, yet their long diaspora mainly
in Europe or elsewhere had stripped
many of their semitic origin. Jewishness, especially in its Zionist
postulation, may have a convincing
case for Israelis to settle in Palestine
but their Westemisation, extended over
so many centuries and then the
dramatic nature of the influx, aided by
a nodding colonial power, raises sig-

E:

nificant issues. In raising them one is
not anti-Semite or anti-Israel. The issues must be earnestly addressed by
the Israelis themselves if they are to
resolve their own identity crisis. Just
settling on a piece of land, however
sanctified and justified it may appear,
while carrying out a continued expulsion or derision of its own indigenous

people -Palestinians in this case -does
raise significant ideological and moral
issues. The dilemma of being native
and foreigner simultaneously is not
helpful, especially when the cultures
remain so alien and are assertively
defined as different, from the indigenous people of the land.
The Israelis must go a long way to
coming to terms with the peoples and
cultures of their adopted land rather
than exhibiting a continued hostility
and indifference. They must share the
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their ideological crisis hinges on their
refusal to accept the pluralist roots of
their identity. Nobody is stopping them
- or even Israelis - in claiming greater

camaraderie with the
Muslims
elsewhere but they must not do so by
denying their Indianness or by
denigrating their regional and ethnic
side.

The latter problem is not so acute
but identification with India - due to
understandable reasons - poses a
serious challenge. The territorial expansion or contraction of India over
the centuries has been a reality but its
redefinition as South Asia with four or
five mainland independent states has
happened in modern times when nationalism has ruled. Each of these
states defines its respective nationalism in dialectics, allocating `othemess'
to the neighbour. In the case of India,
Pakistan and Bangladesh this is unmistakable. Whereas Indian nationalists,
especially the extremists among them,
would see in Pakistan or Bangladesh a

grave vivisection of one, united India,
the nationalists in the latter two would
assert their separateness by focusing
on several factors including economy,
language, history and religion. The unevenness of their sizes in an
lndo-centric region adds to a greater
sense of precariousness among the Pakistanis, Bangladeshis, Sri Lankans
and Nepalese. In the absence of powerful regional forums such as in South
East Asia or the West, the fears of a
`big brother'- in some cases not totally

unjustifled - get exaggerated. Given
the ethnic, sectarian/religious or interstate conflicts, such apprehensions
become almost real. While there is,
hopefully, an increasing sensitivity

within India towards the fears of their
smaller neighbours, there is also a
parallel and harrowing growth in chauvinist groups like Shiv Sena and the
Bharatiya Janata Party, who are simply
irredentist and racialists by choice.
They provoke a similar fascist tone in
their non-Indian counterparts across
the borders.
In my recent visit to India, I gave an
interview to a respectable Indian daily
and talked of exploring shared
mutualities between India and Pakistan
by observing: "There is a lot of India in
Pakistan and a lot of pakistan in India".
The next day, 7lfee Express headlined:
``There is a lot of India in Pakistan"

and simply ignored the second and
equally significant portion of my
corrment.
The lndo-Pakistan hostility over the
last fifty years characterised by jingonationalism, interference in each
other's affairs, the lingering dispute
over Kashmir, three wars and
separation of Pakistan's eastern wing,
do not make a happy tale of interstate
relations. As a consequence, many
Pakistanis are refusing to acknowledge
their Indianness and add an emphasis
to their West Asian origins. They may

privately say that it is they - The Indus
- who gave a territorial identity to
South Asia but are willing to forego
their South Asiamess as it may imply
denial of their distinct, historic roots.
Thus, the books on Pakistan, in more
recent years, link it with the Indus
Valley civilisation, away from
Gangetic and Deccanite cultures.
Earlier, during the 1980s, the advent of
Islam with the arrival of Muhammad b.
Qasim in 712 under the Caliphate, was
considered to be the threshold for
Pakistan, which, in a simplistic
manner, was directly equated with
1947 as well.

Religion has been a crucial factor in
backing the demands for a Jewish state
in Palestine and a Muslim state in
South Asia. But both Judaism and
Islam are divided. Both their elites remain divided between modernist/
secular and traditionalist/orthodox
elements. To the secularists, Judaism
and Islam have been cultural and intel1ectual identity markers, whereas to the
orthodox or scripturalists they meant
`back to the promised land' in a literal
sense. For Zionists and the Muslim
League, Israel and Pakistan were to be

predominantly Jewish and Muslim
entities, yet allowing pluralism and
pursuing tolerance. Since Muslimness
does not claim the ethnic features
associated with Jewishness, Pakistan
Contirmed on next page
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had to be inherently more plural. But
both Judaism and Islam were used in
an ethnic sense to substantiate the
nationalist demands, but did not aim at
creating theocracies. Muslimness and
Jewishness, to the founding fathers,
reflected `a unity in diversity' and not
a fundamentalist uniformity.
But to the orthodox elements - who
in
several cases were against
compromising Islamic or Jewish
internationalism to a territorial particularism - religion was the essence.
Islam and Judaism were to reign
supreme in their states. The religious
elites have tried to hijack the ideology
of the nationalist struggle. The thin
dividing line between religion as the
identity marker falling within the personal domain or religion being the
ultimate objective conducting both
public and private affairs has continued to aggravate ideological schisms
in both countries.
Israel and Pakistan do have powerful
orthodox lobbies though they have been
mainly ruled by modemist, Westernised
elites widely using religious and cultural
symbols.
Both
countries,
especially Israel, have received generous Western financial aid which has
further strengthened their ruling elites.
Israel, for its security, has been a recipient of a very vocal and multiple Western

support, something that Pakistan did not
enjoy. Israel has been able to develop
its agriculture and industry rapidly
whereas the Pakistani record in economic development is less satisfactory.
Israel is a largely urban society while
Pakistan is still largely rural. Even in its
cities, politics and economy are run in a
clan-centred manner. Israeli civil society is stronger than its Pakistani

counterpart, where military governments have usually played havoc with
dissenting voices. Israel has not only
stayed intact but has occupied new territories to add to its size whereas
Pakistan suffered a split in 1971 due to

internal mismanagement and extemal
putsch. Israel's foreign policy is a mix-

ture of offensive and defensive postures
whereas Pakistan's external policy has
been mostly defensive. The rate of literacy is high in Israel with an ascendant
middle class culture. Pakistan has yet to
undertake radical initiatives in these vital areas. Pakistan is a big country which
could mean more resources and equally
more heterogeneity with its direct bearing on goverrment.
Both countries came into being in
the wake of migrations, leaving painful memories. Both were seen as
utopias, saving their people from
marginalisation and persecution. Jews
had been suffering immensely in

Europe and had been gassed by the
Nazis in their millions, while the Muslims in British India made up the
largest under-class vulnerable to further discrimination. Pakistan has
received millions of refugees and immigrants whereas the creation of Israel
itself is the result of the inward migration of world Jewry, leading to an
outward migration and expulsion of the
native Palestinians. Israel received immigrants through an exclusive and
preferential system whereas Pakistanis
have pursued an open-to-all policy. To
both Israel and Pakistan, their crosscultural and multi-ethnic experiences
have posed strong challenges. But fifty
years on, there appears to be a greater
regional acceptance for both the states
largely due to compelling realities and
not necessarily out of any sudden newfound neighbourly love. Given greater
regional cooperation and the end of the
cold war, the next fifty years will give
both countries the chance to undergo
healthy changes, putting an end to their

present state of transition IDR IFTIKIIAR H MALIK I.s' cz# Az.sfo7.z.cz#

who has published several studies on Muslim
India, Pakistan and contemporary Muslim
issues. His most recent book is entitled: Srdte
and Civil Society in Pakistan: Politics of
Authority, Ideology and Ethnicity fl4lczcmz.//cz#/
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THE WORK EXPERIENCE ISRAEL NEEDS
Mark Levene
- and not just Jewish people thought,
wrote
and behaved
in
NOT SO
LONG
AGO,
PEOPLE
genuinely celebratory terms about
everything to do with Israel and
Israelis. Rapturous euphoria reached its
peck in the aftermath of the Six Day
War. I personally recall it, as a not-

quite adult, at the twenty-fifth
anniversary parade, in Jerusalem, in
May 1973. As all those huge,
invincible-looking tanks rolled past,

with their ever-so-young colrmanders
in their turrets, the women in the crowd,
clearly of Middle Eastern origin, madly
and incessantly ululated their approval
and joy. The fact that the tanks were
weapons of mass destruction did not
seem to intrude. They were, after all,
strictly there for Israel's self-defence,
operated by young men assisted often
by young women into whom had been
inculcated a military doctrine of `purity
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of arms'. Those young men and
women were beautiful, too. How could
one not be caught up in the headiness
of it all? A people liberated from the
worst imaginable things that the go)/I.in
could do to them and transformed in
the teeth of Arab hostility, into a

muscular, confident and - yes triumphant people. Triumphant notjust
in arms but in the very project they had
set themselves. That they had made the
desert bloom, brought vitality to a
wasteland, transformed a Levantine
backwater into a dynamic modern
exciting new society, assisted hundreds
of thousands of Jews from all over the
globe to make cz/I.)/czfe, to say nothing of

the way they had breathed life into a
language and culture long moribund
except in the confines of synagogue
and );es¢z.t;cz were all testament to this

new
homo
hebraicus:
halutz,
kibbutznik, sabra.
Restored, invigorated, beautiful
Israel - how quickly the myth went
into precipitous decline. First, just
months after the celebrations, came the

horrendous trauma of the Yon Kippur
war. Israel was invincible no more.
Then, the invasion of Lebanon, the

bombing of Beirut and the nadir of the
whole campaign: the massacres of
Sabra and Shatila, which the high command, even if it did not authorise,
allowed to happen. Purity of arms and
self-defence were no more. Then the
quickening of the pace of West Bank
settlements and the resulting intifadah.
Any expectation of world approval and
support for Israel was gone. And fmally
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the peace process. Ah, yes, the peace

derer. He kills Philistines, the name

process. It led to the assassination of
one of its prime movers, Prime Minister Rabin, by a fellow-Israeli and to the

from which today we get Palestinians,

ensconcement of a subsequent, popularly elected government which has
done all in its power to place obstacles
in the path of, if not downright sabotage, that peace.
What then is there to celebrate after
fifty years? That there is still a democracy? That there is no rule by generals?
That orthodox and secular still manage, despite their mutual antipathy, to
survive side by side? That there have
been not more like Baruch Goldstein,

Restored, imigorated,
beautiful Israel -how
quickly the myth went
into precipitous decline.
the killer of Hebren? That America still
loves us? That there is still an Israel?
Or is this too hash? Is `beautiful Israel'
still really there struggling to reassert
itself but prevented from doing so by a
distortion, or even an aberration, which
began, in 1977, with Menachem Begin
and which, by a series of mistaken
turnings, has continued to the present
day in the shape ofNetanyahu? It's the
fault of Likud. It' s the fault of the ultraOrthodox. It's the fault of the Oriental
(sic.) Jews who don't understand how
democracy is meant to work. These
rationalisations have been repeatedly
trotted out and continue to be trotted
by `liberal' Israeli as well as western
Jews.

Kenneth Cragg would not agree. Or,
at least, I think he would say this is all
simply skimming the surface while
avoiding the main plot. To understand
the mess Israel, at fifty, is in, one would
need to go deeper, much deeper to the
heart of the Zionist conundrum; to the
relationship with Israel's `other'. "The
pre-eminent fact of the Zionist experience is Palestinianism", announces
Cragg early on in his book, just as
vice-versa it is for the Palestinians
themselves. And to illustrate his point
Cragg enters into a retelling of a biblical story. One which we don't hear too
often these days. Perhaps because, in
spite of the fact that it is full of the
most gory violence, laced with sexual
adventure, it is not an easy one for
modem sensibilities. Especially for liberal Jewish sensibilities. It is the story
of Samson, the judge, from the Book
of Judges, who is also a mass mur-
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because he is a 7tcrzz.r, specially "con-

secrated' to the divine ends of Yahweh,
the patron God of Israel." a.2) As the
land is the divine donation by God to
the Jews, because they are his `elect'
through the covenant at Sinai, only
they can rule, nay, own the land. "If
this is Palestine and not the land of
Israel then you are conquerors and not
tillers of the land. You are invaders. If
this is Palestine then it belongs to a
people who were here before you."
®.37) Said not this time by a biblical
sage but by one Menachem Begin,
speaking truer than he knew. Or,

perhaps, he had conveniently forgotten
the biblical record: "lvhen the Lord
your God brings you into the land
which you are about to enter and to
occupy, when He drives out before
your face Hittites, Girgashites, Amorites, Canaanites, Perizites, Hivites and
Jebusites - seven nations more numerous and more powerful than you - and
when the Lord delivers them into your
power so that you overcome them, you
must extemiinate them." ®.6)
That was Deuteronomy. Samson,
chronologically is later and the mere
existence of Philistines and other "uncircumcised" peoples in Canaan,
evidence that the Deuteronomist injunction to the Israelites to massacre
was `back-projection' wishful thinking, `if only we had...'. Samson was

hardly alone among the Hebrews, in
taking a wife from among these peoples. Some of them, like the Danites, in
the time before Samson, others like the
Samaritans, much thereafter, were absorbed, or partially absorbed into the
Israelite identity and polity. (When,
some years ago, I suggested to a Gush
Emunim spokesman at a West Bank
settlement in `Samaria' that these assimilations might be a helpful pointer
to a collective future, he was not
amused.) The taking of wives and husbands from `other' tribes is, of course,
central to mankind's historic -and genetic - continuity, especially in a
region of such rich and continuous

people-interaction, as the Eastern
Mediterranean littoral. A normal consequence would be religious and
cultural symbiosis or syncretism. In the
Samson story, however, a natural
sexual interest in the `other' in the person of the Gazan beauty, albeit alleged

prostitute, Delilah, is portrayed as not
just a transgressing of ethnic borndaries but as a violation of the covenant
at Sinai. The price is not simply personal but collective emasculation and
impotence. The only way, indeed, that

Samson can expiate his guilt is through
an act of suicidal vengeance against
the Philistine host.
Cragg thus signals his passionate
advocacy for the Palestinians today by
reference back to what he sees as the
tortuous historic knot at the heart of
both Jewish self-identity and identification with the land. Because tbis was
founded on a special sense of election
and that this entailed a God-given right
to Eretz-Israel, it ruled out any mutual
tenancy with any other people. Natural
proclivities to be like them or mix with
them were ruled out from the very biblical base-line as forbidden fruit.
Worse, charges Cragg, because it was
a holy mandate, it was un-negotiable,
even where it was blatantly unethical.
Jewish self-separation as God' s chosen
people - Cragg frequently uses the
term apartheid to describe it - ensured
an incompatibility with either ancient
Philistines or latter-day Palestinians,
while the fact that the land was
bequeathed to them in perpetuity excluded empathy for the dispossessed.
This is heavy not to say damning
stuff. But is it legitimate, either in its
own terns, or as a critique of contemporary Israel? There are surely a
number of levels on which one might
wish to respond. One might be to countercharge that Cragg, a former assistant
Anglican bishop of Jerusalem, is coming to the narrative with his own very

particular, one might say unrefomied,
baggage of religious prejudices. Where
he might be acknowledging, or even
atoning for Christian responsibility for
the diasporic segregation of Jews, as
an earlier Anglican commentator, the
Rev. James Parkes would have done,
Cragg, instead proposes: "Can it be
only coincidence that the world's most
insistently `elect' and separate people
are the world's most consistently
persecuted people?" ®.47) Indeed, repudiating the origins of anti-semitism
as either emanating from the gospel of
St John or the Good Friday story as
`wild' allegation - Cragg doesn't

bother to consider a whole series of
other early Christian sources - he continues, albeit in an oblique and tortuous
fashion, to compare Palestinian suffering to the crucifixion of Jesus. Its
almost as if he is saying, let's be clear
J'773 not an anti-semite, I'm just restating the evidence. But if this is not

galling enough Cragg caps it all with a
plea for Christian forgiveness, reconciliation and compassion.
Perhaps, inadvertently, Cragg provides a clue here as to why interfaith

understanding as a fomi of bridgeContinued on next page
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building between Arab and Jew so often ends in mutual recrimination and
tears. What might sound like commonsensical sweetness and light to
Christian ears comes across as crass,
jarring or hollow to Jewish ones.
Christian and Jewish theologians
will, of course, argue till the cows
come home on such matters. But will
this help the resolution of PalestinianIsraeli conflict? Another way of
responding and possibly rebutting
Cragg might therefore be to suggest
that he is going up a biblical gum-tree,
when what he should be concentrating
on is the practical politics of the here
and now. The founders of Zionism,
Ben-Gurion at their head, in their
agenda for the `normalisation' of the
Jewish condition would certainly have
been of this opinion, a stance which
has led others including the MP Gerald
Kaufinan in recent public debate, to
enlist Ben-Gurion's name in the cause
of `land for peace.' Superficially this
sounds honourable, pragmatic and fair.
Give the Palestinians some or all of the
territories beyond the post-67 `green
line'; they then have their land, while
we have ours, so that we can then all

lay the blame for current ills on the

that there were those who saw

political right when at this most catastrophic moment of all in Palestinian
consciousness Begin and the right

themselves acting wz.Zfez.7€ the Zionist

played only a marginal - if ugly role. Responsibility for the refusal to
allow 750,000 people to return to their
rightful homes certainly does not lie
with Zionist revisionism. The current
liberal notion that the land can be
fairly and equally split on the basis of
1967 boundaries thus involves not
simply wilful amnesia in relation to
what happened twenty years earlier
but actually serves as an indictment
on the inability of a victim people -

the Jews - to empathise with what
actually happened to the victims they
helped to create.
A cynic, of course, might respond:
well, what do you expect? Ben-Gurion
was a state-builder and certainly not
the first to dispossess natives in the

process. Others - the British in
Tasmania, the Americans throughout

their continent - did much worse.
Anyway, our need after the Holocaust
was greater than tlleirs. Unfortunately,
none of this can disguise the central
conundrum in this act of state-

A cynic, Of course, might respond: well, what do

you expect? Ben-Gurion was a state-builder
and certainly not the first to dispossess natives
in the process. Others -the British in Tasmania,
the Americans throughout their continent ~ did
much worse.
get on with our separate lives. Or to
paraphrase Amos Oz: what we need is
not getting into bed with one another
but an amicable divorce. Fine.
If cragg, however, hardly gives this
approach the time of day, it is perhaps, because he has a longer memory
than that of Gerald Kaufinan. Under
the UN partition plan of 1947, the
Jews who could make land-title claims
to 8% of Palestine were given sovereign rights over 520/o of it. Under
Ben-Gurion's leadership, they proceeded to take another 28%. This, of
course, came out of a dreadful war in
which the nascent Israeli state could
have been extinguished. Instead Palestine itself was extinguished. Israel
was not the only actor in this tragedy.
But this cannot cancel out the huge
injustice done by Ben-Gurion's state
to the Palestinian people. I emphasise
Ben-Gurion, because it is too easy to
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building. This wasn't any old state; it
was a Jewz.s¢ state and whatever Ben-

Gurion might say or do to the
contrary, the only basis upon which
that claim could be made good, over
and above that of a majority nonJewish indigenous population, was by
reference back to divine mandate. If
Ben-Gurion had been serious in any
other sense he would have repudiated
the Sinaitic contract with Yahweh and
created
a
genuinely
secular
constitution in which any specifically
Jewish ingredients, including the
automatic `right' of Jews worldwide
to `retum', would have been deleted
in favour of what the PLO later was to
do - on paper namely declare all the
country's pre-1948 Jewish, Christian
and Muslim inhabitants as I.pso /czcJo
citizens.

If this sounds like cloud-cuckoo
land it is perhaps well to remember

context who favoured such a solution.
It is a great pity that Cragg pays so
little attention to the efforts of Martin
Buber and Judah Magnes and where
he does do so badly misconstrues their
proposals. This omission is all the

more significant because the approach
of Brit Shalom, Covenant of Peace
and its successors, was a conscious
attempt to combine genuine politics
with
genuine
ethics.
In
contradistinction to Ben-Gurion's
` th e -e n d s -j u s t i fy -th e -in e an s '

pragmatism, Buber and Magnes thus
conceived of Eretz-Israel's special

future being grounded in its historic sacred - nature, not in the Craggian
sense, as a poisoned chalice which
impossibly bound the Jews to it but as
a testing ground for peace. This, in
effect, they argued, demanded of its
political actors, both Zionist and Arab,
a recognition that living with each
other was important not only for their
own well-being but because as such it
would provide a necessary beacon of
hope to a conflict-ridden globe. If this
sounds absurdly lofty and utopian in
its vision, at least it offers humanistic
religious grounds for a Jewish
presence in the land and a more upbeat
alternative to Cragg's counter claim
that the `unholy' trio of ethical,
political and holy in Zionism's
relationship to it (note the rather
clumsy trinitarianism here) are
essentially irreconcilable.
Indeed, Cragg seems to be intent on

trying to make of Jews and Judaism
something in his own very Protestant
Christian image. He proposes that the
idea of the sacred land might give
way to a more
`sacramental'
association with specific `holy' sites

and seems to be more comfortable
with a Jewish diaspora condition,

presumably where, having eschewed
their

special

`monolatrous'

custodianship of the land they might
become genuinely monotheistic, i.e.
like the Christians. He even goes so
far as to ask how it is that diasporic
Judaism got itself mixed up with
political Zionism, a question he might
more directly and pointedly have
addressed
to
the
Christians
themselves.
I find Cragg at his weakest and most
unsatisfactory at these points, though
a further and final level on which I
might wish to challenge him is a more
pedantic one. Cragg's historical
knowledge sounds authoritative but
actually is often rather shaky. For instance, he charges the revisionist
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leader Jabotinsky with being an advocate of Arab expulsion and an
opponent of federal solutions. Not
only is neither in fact true - Jabotinsky
both gave his support to the Peel partition proposals and favoured Arab
minority rights in a Jewish majority
state - but the implied demonisation
actually tends to deflect interest away
from the mainstream Zionists among
whom there were serious protagonists
of what was euphemistically called

much of Cragg's thesis let me come
back to his central argument, the
historic, even biblically historic
failure of Israelites and later Jews, to
meet their neighbours halfway. On
this central issue, I don't believe that
Cragg can be faulted. And as his thesis

state, is obviously not what Cragg has
in mind. I^/hat he does mean is the
local, the Palestinian, which through
its close proximity to the Israeli could
have provided a much gentler and
more comfortable sense that they were
genuinely at home, not least given that

goes to the heart of the whole tragedy
of Palestine it has to be taken

the majority of them are in
themselves, or in their origins,
authentically middle eastern. Efforts
to make something of that
connectedness, to develop a common
cultural frame which united Jew and
Palestinian, as the latter-day group

seriously. Not least because its
deleterious effects have been visited
tangibly and palpably on Israeli Jews

There were those, Of course, among the Arabs who
did benef itt, prinarily the leading notables who made

f;ortunes selling estates to the Jewish National Fund
at hagely infoated prices and at the expense Of thei,r
wretched, dispossessed tenantry, while still crying
foul at the consequences Of Zionist encroachment.
`transfer'

or

`exchange'

of

populations. On the other hand, Cragg
is too kind to pre-state Zionism when
he argues that it assisted the Arab
local economy, an at best debatable
pointgiventhatthemainstreamj;I.s%#v
(but interestingly not the revisionists)
were committed to a Hebrew labouronly closed shop. There were those,
of course, among the Arabs who did
benefit, primarily the leading notables
who made fortunes selling estates to
the Jewish National Fund at hugely
inflated prices and at the expense of
their wretched, dispossessed tenantry,
while still crying foul at the consequences of Zionist encroachment.
Cragg, however, does not seem to

grasp that the emergence of Arab national
consciousness
was
not
symmetrical to that of Zionism. He
vastly overstates the existence of a

mass Arab movement before the First
World War, underplays the critical
role of the essentially dynastically-focused Hashimites in the Arab Revolt
of 1916, as well as the machinations

of the British and French, whom he
naively assumes intended well for
Arab national aspirations, after their
1918 victory. He also downplays the
role of Islam in Palestinian consciousness - the origins of Hamas in the
important Qassamite movement of the
1930s do not even get a mention while he classically imputes much
more power to the Zionists in their
dealings with either the British or
more latterly the Americans than they
ever had.

Having spent time slagging off
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as well as the Palestinians. And by
this Cragg doesn't simply mean the
effects
of physical
insecurity
associated with the fear of war or
terrorist attack. He also sees cultural
narrowness, stultification and worse.
Take for instance the following

passage written by the Israeli writer
Yossi Shiloah. It is in response to a

bitter poem composed at the outset of
the intifadah by the renowned
Palestinian writer, Mahmud Darwish:
"I am in search of my roots,

my identity and I cannot flnd it
within Israeli culture; if I do, then
it is only negatively. I went to
Palestinian Arabic literature in
search of my culture and, being
Oriental, found that I feel much
closer to certain Palestinian poets
than to Israeli writers ...No
initiative has been taken in Israel,
neither in the theatre nor in the
educational system to bring the
cultural and spiritual dimension
of the Palestinian people to light.
I reject the common idea that the
two peoples are `condemned' to
live together."

Shiloah's bitter lines perfectly
illustrate Cragg's Samsonite point of
departure. Israel has been so insistent
on distancing itself from ``what it saw
as
an
uncongenially
oriential
Jewishness in its own cultural
makeup" to.46) that it has blotted out
any connectedness or cross-reference
to the surrounding one. A waning panArabism, with its rhetoric of
unquenchable hostility to the Jewish

which self-consciously called itself
the Canaanites attempted to do in the
1930s

and

1940s,

have

been

thoroughly marginalised or quashed.
Instead, Israel today, at fifty, seems
more bent than ever on reinforcing its
connectedness to America and the
global market place. This is not only
true of the increasingly affluent ultrasecular whose mind-set was always
mid-Atlantic and who seem to spend
half of their time escaping or
dreaming of escape to some US or
European metropolis. The religious
zealots are, in practice, the same. They
demand the land in the name of God
and set up west bank settlements with
US Jewish funding to set it in stone
but they never seem to give a thought
to the fragility of the land itself, or to
its flnite water resources, which they
plunder like pirates at the expense of
their neighbours.
"The supreme task of Zionist
redemption" proposes Cragg, "is to
incorporate
into
its
perceived
legitimacy, the `equal' legitimacy of
the other people of the land." ®.25)
No, I disagree and for reasons Cragg
himself has outlined. Zionism cannot
possibly do such things. It is against
its nature, its very project. Only by
shifting to a post-Zionist frame of
mind, to a recognition that they,
Israelis, are first and foremost a

people of Canaan whose puxpose is to
inject something of the kind and

gentle
and humanistic in the
scriptures, into the life of that country,
can they possibly begin to build the
needed bridges to their closest
neighbours and thereby redeem
themselves. That begs a whole series
of other questions about their
relationship to the diaspora and of
ourselves to them. But that's another

story I
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They analyse the way that animals
have been treated in the texts and
traditions of both faiths and conclude
with some ideas which would, if they
were followed, move both faiths
forward appreciably from their
current positions on the subject.
The largest section of the book
deals with the attitude to animals in
the Jewish and Christian traditions.
Viewed through modem eyes much
of this material does little credit to
either faith, especially as it remained
largely unchallenged until the 18th/
19th centuries.

The Christian position is derived
from that of Aristotle, whose
philosophical approach to animals
influenced the seminal position of the
thirteenth century theologian Thomas
Aquinas. Aquinas, who laid so many
of the foundations of Catholic
theology, believed that animals were
irrational beings who existed only to
serve humankind and were precluded
by this from enjoying friendship or
moral community with them.
Judaism emerges more favourably
from this analysis, largely due to the
basic rights that our tradition has
always accorded animals and
epitomised by the fscz'czr bcz'cz/ez.

HEAD AND TAIL ABOVE THE REST
Charles Middleburgh
AFTER NOAH - ANIMALS AND THE
LIBERATION OF THEOLOGY

by Andrew Linzey
and Dan Cohn-Sherbok,
Mowbray, London,1997, ppl56
£12.99

spiritual experience in my life and
IHAVE
if I never
HADhave
ONE
another
DEEPLY
I shall
consider myself truly blessed by the
one that I can claim as my own. It
happened in 1987, in West Africa and
it involved me and a four-year-old
female called Julie. I met Julie in a

jungle clearing with her guardian she was an orphan Lowland Gorilla.
We spent about an hour together,
communicating on a level that had
nothing to do with speech and
everything to do with our shared
primate heritage. She played with me,
she hugged me, she let me hug her
and just before I tore myself away she
tucked herself into my chest and held
me very close to her. I was moved
beyond words by the trust and
friendship she extended to me and I
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felt a happiness that I had never
known before, nor have felt since.
After Noah, Animals and the
Liberation of Theology, .1s a. bock
which has grown naturally from the
increasing commitment of some
religious people to the rights of
animals and their awareness that there
is a profoundly spiritual dimension to
this commitment. Religious men and
women have sadly trailed their secular
fellows in this regard, perhaps because
they have had to work through a
heritage of inherited attitudes to
animals, traceable to Aristotle, which
has viewed other creatures as brute
beasts, devoid of soul and spiritual
worth and placed upon this earth
solely to be of benefit to human
beings.

Rabbi
Dan
Cohn-Sherbok,
Professor of Judaism at the University
of Wales and Professor Andrew
Linzey, who holds the world's first
chair in theology and animal welfare,
have produced a thought-provoking
and valuable study of attitudes to
animals in Judaism and Christianity.

cfecz}ryz.77£ teaching, which forbids

cruelty to animals. The authors quote
the following from Sefer HaHinnukh
as an example from Jewish tradition,
which recognises that positive
behaviour towards animals will
usually engender the same towards
human beings:
When a man is accustomed to have
pity even upon animals...and he
gives them a portion of their labours ,
his soul will grow likewise
accustomed to be hind to human

beings and he will refrain from
depriving them of anything that is
due to them...This is the proper way

for a holy and chosen people to
follow. ®.47)

Judaism, unlike Christianity, has
further always been hostile to killing
animals for sport, as the following by
Ezekiel Landau, the eighteenth
century halakhist, makes clear:
We find in the Torah the sport Of
hunting imputed to no one but to
such fierce characters as Nimrod
and Esau, never to any of the
Patriarchs. The customary blessing,
`Thou shalt outlive', oj:fered to one
donning a new garment, is omitted
altogether in the case of a fur coat.
Such a blessing might make it

appear that the killing of animals is
not only condoned but actually
desirable, which is contrary to the
verse in Psalms, `And his tender
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mercies are over all his works'...I
cannot comprehend how a Jew could
even dream Of ldlling animals merely

for the pleasure of hunting, when he
has no immediate need for the bodies
of the creatures.fo.54.)

The authors do find alternative
voices in the Christian tradition which
compensate for, though do not nullify,
the pervading instrumentalist view of
animals. There are legends from the
second and third centuries of the
current era which describe lions
receiving baptism, asses perfomiing
missionary activity and a leopard and
a kid receiving communion. They cite
Thomas a Kempis who insisted `And

rate from the concerns of creation,
but rather in the representation of

Genesis 1:26 and they continue: `It
strikes us as ironical that the one

creation to God... there can be nothing `Christian' about the ruthless
exploitation of other species.

species which has been so unable to
exercise any responsible control over
its own population should now

On the contrary, such activity betokens a humanity that has not yet
shown itself capable of understanding what spiritual lordship over
creation actually means. To use the
gift of power selfishly for our own
ends instead of for the glory of God,
signif ies spiritual immaturity. ®.96)

They consider also the role of
liturgy in re-shaping our attitudes towards animals and note the need for it
to respond to the `world of creation'.

presume to dictate to all others.
Whether the animals concerned be
rats, rabbits, seals, whales or
elephants, we humans now claim an
omniscient right to know when, where
and how all other species of life
should exist on this planet.' (p.124)
j4/fer IVocz% is a thought-provoking
book, both for those like this reviewer
who are instinctively in total
sympathy with the authors' views and
those who wish to learn more about
the way Judaism and Christianity have

need f;or the bodies Of the creatures.

formulated much of the attitudes
towards animals which Western
society inherits. Even for those who
profoundly disagree with some of the
arguments it is a repository of
fascinating texts about animals from
biblical to modem times which are
worth studying and could be the basis

Ezekiel Landau, Eighteenth century halakhist.

of some lively debate.

I cannot comprehend how a Jew could even
dream Of killing aninals merely f;or the

pleasure Of hunting, when he has no inmediate

if thy heart be straight with God then
every creature shall be to thee a mirror
of life and a book of holy doctrine, for
there is no creature so little or so vile,
but that sheweth and representeth the
goodness of God'. They also note that
early eucharistic prayers resound with
the theme of cosmic harmony and
show a definite `ecological theology'.
(p.95)

In the course of this survey, the
authors touch on the issue of
sfeecfez.zczA, discussing very briefly

whether it is the most humane method
of animal slaughter in comparison to
the captive bolt system, but without
reaching any firm conclusions. They
also consider the Jewish dimension of
vegetarianism and note that `although
vegetarianism has never been the
ethical nomi within Judaism it has
clearly been accepted as the better
ethical option, one that more clearly
approximates to the original will of
the Creator'. ®.57)
It is in the last two chapters of the
book tbat Professors Linzey and
Cohn-Sherbok move from reporting

and commenting on the attitudes
towards animals in the Jewisb and
Christian traditions, to wearing their
hearts on their sleeves and making
some
firm
and unequivocal
statements:
Human beings are ontologically part
of nature; our spiritual life should
consist not in the cultivation of a

`spiritual world' distinct and sepa-
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Neither traditions' liturgies make a
significant gesture towards non-human creatures as such, acting as if the
world of creation and animals in particular, were invisible and this is
described specifically with regard to
Christian liturgy but also applicable,
to a slightly lesser extent, to its Jewish
counterpart as `unbalanced spirituality' which `stems from an unbalanced
theology'. (p.110) They note the

awareness, initially raised by feminists, of the way in which language
can help to condition our thoughts and
reinforce negative images and ideas
and urge the spending of some time to
reflect on the negative overtones of
much of the language used about animals. This language, they believe,
betrays our lack of imagination and
denigrates them and by extension their
Creator. (p.130)

Linzey and Cohn-Sherbok are of
the view that theology needs animals
for human beings to avoid:
1 . Deifying humanity
2. Making human wants the goal and
purpose of all created beings
3 . Hubris

4. Limiting our understanding of the
justice of God.
So far as hubris (arrogance) is
concerned, they apply this particularly
to environmentalism and the language
of `management' that has pervaded it.
For them this stems from a
fundamental misunderstanding of

Two quotes at the end of the book
stood out for me from the rest, both
by the pioneering conservationist
Henry Beston. He wrote:
We need another and wiser and

perhaps more mystical concept of
animals...They are not brethren,
they are not underlings, they are
other nations , caught with ourseives
in the net of life and time, fellow
prisoners of the splendour and
travail of the earth. (D.132)

And also:
We patronise them [animals] for
their incompleteness , for their tragic

fate of having taken form so far
below ourselves. And therein we err

and greatly err. For the animal shall
not be measured by man. In a vyorld
older and more cbmplete thari ours
they move finished and complete,

gifted with extensions of the senses
we have lost or never attained, living
by voices we shall never hear.
(p.137)

All of which brings me back to Julie
the gorilla in the jungle clearing and
that precious moment of communion.
I think that when I held her and when
her head rested trustingly on my
shoulder, one primate to another, I
felt an echo of those voices: nothing
before that moment or since has meant
as much to me, I doubt that anything

ever will .
RABBI DR CHARLES H MIDDLEBURGH
is Executive Director of the ULPS and sets the
company Of animals and particularly tigers,
above his chiof;est joy-
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Rabbi Harold Reinhart
Rabbi Harold Reinhart was Senior
Minister Of the West London
Synagoguefrom 1929 till 1957. He

was subsequently the spiritual leader
Of the Westminster Synagogue till his
death in 1969. Rabbi Michael Leigh

recalls this signif icant f igure in the
history Of the British Rof ;orm
Mcivement.

MAN OF GOD
Michael Leigh
Reinhart interviewed me for
rabbinate in
late 1952 he
WHENtheRABBI
HAROLD

gave me this warning: `When being a
rabbi becomes a `job', you cease to be
a rabbi'. This interview took place at
5.30 on a Sunday afternoon in his

synagogue office - an unusual time.
Here was a man, both intensely
spiritual and hard working. The verse
of the Psalmist, `1 have set the Lord
always before me' could have been his
motto. In an essay written for the
Society of Jews and Christians in 1934
on the Reality of God he wrote that,
`We do not prove our way to God, we
are with God'. Further on he talks of,
`that yearning which testifies
to...God...more eloquently than any
reasoning...the sense of mystery which
is the meaning of worship...in the
reality of our religion'. This intensity
reminds one of the theologian
Abraham Heschel's later search for
`awe' and reveals the passion that lay

in Reinhart's heart. For him religion
was something `felt rather than
thought' , as a rabbinic colleague put it.
He put the `conscience of man' in the
centre and praised `personal religion
as the only real religion' . The emphasis
on God-centredness is abundantly
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not only a duty to himself but a duty

clear. But there is a problem posed by
the centrality of conscience. This is
often
moulded
by
changing
contemporary
conditions,
even
fashions. Furthermore, it can lead
within a leader to a psychological selfrighteousness, to the conviction that
`God is telling me...'. Reinhart was

to the world..'. So, positive social ac-

tion was high on his agenda and
certainly explained his association
with the Jewish Peace Society and
CND. A fervent belief in God, religiosity, doing good and being a Jew
were all one to him. He quotes approvingly the immigration officer
who asked the poor Russian immigrant, `What is your religion?' And

undoubtedly single minded and, at his
death in 1969, a tribute in 772e rz.7„es

said, `He knew no grey. All was to him
either black or white, good or bad' .
Reinhart believed fervently in the
efficacy of prayer. It becomes, as he
put it, conversation with the Almighty. It is no surprise that the highly
personal Book of Psalms was a great
favourite of his, as was poetry in general. He was proud of the prayer book
tradition of the West London Synagogue in Berkeley St and I recall the
moments of silence and deep inner
prayer just before he delivered a
sermon. He certainly approved of
decorous prayer and decorum. But he
was aware that `one can be decorous
and dead at the same time'. In fact he
thought, "People don't pray nowadays...If they do, it is
superficial
expression...without deep faith". This
indeed is a challenge which a `conducted' Reform-style service must
face, just listening and word-mouthing without much thought. But Jewish
faith is a compound of both prayer
and personal practice as means of
serving the Almighty. To concentrate
on the former without the latter is to
see half the picture. Although
Reinhart praised the festivals, there is

received the reply, `1 have no reli-

Westminster Synagogue

little urging of more personal, detailed
observance, say of Shabbat and the
Dietary Laws, presumably a reflection of his Classical Reform
background. This tended to make a
`religion' of Judaism and eschewed
particularist characteristics. Concepts
like justice, righteousness, personal

moral endeavour were at the forefront
and ritual observance and nationalism,
later Zionism, were played down. Implicit in this was the `Mission of
Israel' idea which in the lecture to the
Association of Synagogues of Great

Britain (the forerunner of RSGB) from
which I have often quoted, Reinhart
expressed explicitly: `The Jew...has

gion, I am a Jew'. This story displays
his remarkable insight and an
understanding of the meaning of an
idealised Jewish existence. Against
that it could be argued that a Judaism
which is just a `religion', a spiritual
state of mind, can be stark and bereft
of the richness and colour of the ritual
round of the Jewish day and year. You
do not, after all, have to be a Jew to be
completely spiritually imbued. And
what about Jewish peoplehood? Perhaps we Jews can best be described as
a people of religion.
Reinhart certainly felt that society
need improving. In the 19561ecture
he spoke of the `decline of religious
faith and observance in the community and the sharing with the rest of
the world...the secularisation of life.
He pointed to `the vulgarity of personal 1ife'. He was suspicious of the
return to `Jewish consciousness'
rather than a serious return to Judaism,
even though we know that one may be
a prelude to the other. He bemoaned
also the drifting to `commercialism'
in the administration of Upper
Berkeley St and even, I believe,
wanted to substitute a voluntary levy
for the membership subscription.
The issue of Zionism reached its
apogee in Britain in the 40s with the
struggle for the State of Israel. In line
with his view that, `the characteristic
thing about the Jew is religion',
Reinhart opposed Zionism because of
its nationalism. In 1937, when the
World Jewish Congress agreed to
negotiate on the proposal to establish
a Jewish State, he pointed to the
Jewish people, the fervent apostles of
universalism
standing
on
the
`threshold of nationalism' and he
stated explicitly that `the attainment
of nationhood per se should not be
considered as the ultimate goal...'. In
1949 he denounced the recognition of
the State as due to `military advantage

gained by superiority of arms' and
highlighted the plight of the
Palestinian refugees because of the
aggression of Jews'. However, in
1962

The Reinhartf ia{r::==:; =.-ParRTan.d, Ctregon in 1909. Harold is third f tom loft.
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his

line

softened and he

Continued on next page
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acknowledged the `terrific energy and
confidence' of the State, its ambitious
immigration policy, its cultural
achievements'. In 1965 when the
RSGB brought out a new Festival
Machzor, Reinhart objected strongly
to the relatively mild prayer for

non-adjectival Judaism. He may have
believed, naively, that his brand of
`spiritual' Judaism represented the

one authentic kind and was in the best
Anglo-Jewish tradition. Yet his style
of synagogue service, the divorce /gefJ
and proselyte procedures he evolved,

His aversion to Zionism may have been
connected with his patriotism towards
England, his adopted country. American born
and trained, the patriotic pomp Of George VI's
Coronation in May 1937 nevertheless f;ooused,
he wrote, our allegiance `both as Jews and
Englishmen'.
`Zion' . Still, after the Six Day War, he

prayed in synagogue for `our
brethren' in the Land (sic) of
Israel...for protection from those who
seek their hurt'. It can be concluded
that in view of Reinhart's great work
in saving refugees in the 30s, he may
finally have concluded that the eternal

plight of the Jews, where to find a
place to lay their heads, could only be
overcome by the existence of a Jewish
homeland.
His aversion to Zionism may have
been connected with his patriotism
towards England, his adopted country.
American born and trained, the

patriotic pomp of George VI's
Coronation in May 1937 nevertheless
focused, he wrote, our allegiance
`both as Jews and Englishmen'. He
was impressed by the seeming
coincidence of the English tradition
of the Bible, practical ethics, common
sense and tolerance with Jewish
teaching and it grieved him that, in
Palestine, Britain as the administrative
power, was perceived as the enemy.
In this context one recalls the
atmosphere of that time when Britain
virtually barred the entry of Jewish

represented a challenge to the
Establishment and were all themselves
vehemently challenged. His statements
about Reform Judaism were replete with
lofty moral aims including `adaptation
of ceremonial use'. But again he laid
little emphasis on personal observance.
In 1934, shortly after he took office,

he perceptively noted that Reform `had
grown faint in its reforming'. It is true
that since 1840, when West London
Synagogue was founded, very little
expansion or theological energy had
been shown. Reinhart called for
`modemisation'. He was thinking in

spiritual terms but, in fact, he showed
great energy and travelled widely to
promote Reform congregations and
gave new impetus to the movement.
One can see his activism notjust in his
work in this sphere but also in
resettling refugees in his foundation of
the Society for Jewish Study, in
starting a new congregation, the
Westminister, at the age of 66 and
housing here a centre for Sifrei Torah
from Czechoslovakia - and much else.
Reinhart emerges as a man of strong
spiritual personality

as well

as

Sfeoczfe survivors to Palestine and the

possessing `inflexible rectitude'. He
prayed, `1et mine own persistent moral

tensions that aroused in Britain.
Reinhart, who had worked so hard to
succour refugees, still affirmed the
Diaspora and the building of
Jerusalem `in England's green and

sense convince me of an infinitely
mightier force for righteousness in the
great world'. This gave him a special
place in a movement characterised by
a colder more balanced rationalism, not

pleasant land' .

so given to passion.

While Harold Reinhart virtually
founded the Association of (Reform)
Synagogues in Great Britain in 1943
and later its rabbinical court, thereby
formalising a Refomi movement, he
was ambivalent about calling it
Reform. In fact he hankered after a

He was prescient in a number of
ways. His energy led him to create
within West London many social and
cultural activities and a major
extension of the synagogue premises
in 1934 to the extent that he became a
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pioneer in Britain of the American-

style community centre. This pattern
has been followed by many
congregations, both Reform and
others. Paradoxically, this led to the
synagogue as simply a `cultural
centre', a place where Jews just met. It
inevitably detracted from the primarily
religion-centered faith which he
sought, emphasising cultural rather
than religious association and even
encouraged the very Jewish secularism
which he deplored. Again he referred
in that 1956 lecture to the `newer'

element' in the Jewish community
today which is in conflict with what
they call...the Anglo Jewish element'
which he was sure will
pass.
Presumably he referred to the more
intense feelings of Jewish nationalism
and orthodoxy. These feelings have in
fact grown stronger and led to the
intolerance and fanaticism which one
observes today in the community and
is contrary to the spirit of Jewish
fellowship which he espoused. In the
same context, he and another Refomi
colleague, Ignaz Maybaum, warned of
nationalist hysteria associated with
Zionism and he quoted Zechariah (4: 6)
`not by might nor by power but by my
spirit'. When one observes Likud
antics today, he was right, even though
his overall objections to Zionism were
flawed.
Reinhart, at his height at West
London Synagogue in the 30s and 40s,
stands out as one of Anglo Jewry's
great rabbis. He worked in a slightly
more `liberal' communal context than
now and had many contacts in the
orthodox sector, for he worked well
beyond the borders of Upper Berkeley
St. Although, with hindsight, he may
be criticised for some of his attitudes his anti-Zionism, the formal nature of
his
synagogue
service,
his
concentration of prayer to the` neglect
of personal observance - he had his
heart and eye on the main goal of
Jewish faith. He could see the wood
for the trees amid the tangle of
committees,
personalities
and
congregational activities which make
up synagogue life. That goal, needed
more than ever now when religion is
becoming even more secularised, is a
burning belief in God and the good
which flows from God for which

Reinhaut knew he must work I
RABBI MICHAEL LEIGH MA DD wczs
educated at Orford and London Universities
and received Semichah from Leo Baeck
College. He was Assistant Minister at West
London Synagogue from 1958 to 1963, Senior
Minister at Edgware and Di.strict Reform
Synagogue from 1963 to 1993 and is now
Minister Emeritus.
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Providers of fire sealing
solutions on major projects
around the world -

4Lhds
Sealant products for movement joints,
weather protection, fire sealing, glazing and
flashing applications throughout the
construction and building industries.
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Are you looking for time and space?
Come and be away from the telephone and
day to day pressures to walk, read or simply be,
in the heart of the Somerset countryside.
For further details ask for our
'Quiet Spaces' leaflet.

VIEArmIN
PAPER CO. LTD

MANUFACTURERS 0F
PARTY GOODS
CARNIVAL NOVELTIES

Full programe of events
available on request including:Nov 6 - 8 Jewish Christian Text Study Weekend:

Tamar - A Woman Ignored?
Gordian Marshall OP, Rabbi Mark Solomon,
Clale Jardine NDS, Rabbi Rachel Montagu
also
Autnmn H®ljday for the Young at Heart 50+

Chatty Houses Horiday

ide±week

& PAPER KAPELS

WHOLESALE & EXPORT
ONLY
ELDON STREET, GATESHEAD. NE8 3ND

Phone: 0191 -4773783
Fax: 0191-490 0247
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HELP
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database of research about the social
aspects of British Jewry. The database
will cover published and unpublished
research carried out by both
organisations and individuals, nonJews as well as Jews. This exercise
updates the research registers which
the Unit has produced over the past 20
years. The information will be
available for all those interested in
communal research and development,
and will enable researchers to have
access to current work.
I would be obliged if those of your
readers who have appropriate infor-

mation would contact the Unit I
Marlena Schmool
Board of Deputies,
1-19 New Orford Street,
London WCIA INF

each council member, come to that,
will want to use that limited time to
make their own mark. A rabbi and
chairman may develop a good working relationship, only for the rabbi to
have to start again and again.
Recognising this as a potential difficulty is half-way to resolving the
problem. In my view, it is essential
that each synagogue evolves a system for rabbi and laity to discuss the
problems as they arise in a non-

threatening way. Rabbi and chairman
must meet regularly. In the event of
contention, a senior member of the
synagogue -past chairman? - should
be asked to moderate. The chairman

the country's literary and cultural
life. We must remember that one of
the largest daily papers, printed in
Polish, was the Jewish daily by the
rLa,me o£ "Nasz Przglad" -OTlr Observer -published by and for Jewish
readers.

Let us hope that the minute remnant of Polish Jewry will find a
better understanding and co-existence with the Polish population at

large .
Nonek Jacobson
Newcastle

must deal with all `poJz.Zz.ccz/' prob-

lems. And the successor must be
brought into discussions shortly before a. ``hand-over''.

The problem is by no means limited to Britain. The recurrent
background to Harry Kemelman's
delightful detective novels is the constant battle between his Rabbi David
Small and a succession of synagogue
chairmen and councils. And these
novels were set in American synagogues and published in the 1960s
and 1970s! .

Peter Woolstone
Chairman, Edgware and District
Roform Synagogue

TROUBLE

Rabbinic Programme

Sir'

I

RESPOND
Palmer's

TO
challenging

BARRY

(A44MVA j9) on tension between
rabbis and their congregations. That
such difficulties arise is undeniable.
But the cause is not difficult to see,
given the inbuilt friction in the
rabbinic/lay organisation of RSGB
and of its autonomous constituent
synagogues.
There is no clearly defined role for
the rabbis. On an individual basis,
members turn to them for teaching,
guidance and help. However, on a
communal basis they are literally the
employees of the synagogue.
This dichotomy can so easily lead
to an almost inevitable conflict -who
is in charge, the rabbi or the lay leadership? Whilst, of course, rabbis will
want to use their vision, training,
study and knowledge for the synagogue's future, they are beholden to
the lay leadership of the moment.
This is exacerbated by the fact that
many lay leaders are ephemeral - in
my own and most RSGB synagogues,
the chairman has a maximum threeyear term. And each chairman and
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POLES APART

article
Sir,

I

READ WITH INTEREST THE
letter from Asher Tropp rfl44IV7VA

j9/ dealing with Poland and Polish
antisemistism. May I who was born
in pre-war Warsaw be allowed to
make two points?
While not all Poles were antisemites, a very large majority were.
This was caused by the anti-semitic
teaching and influence of the Catholic clergy and by "fear of the
unknown". A large majority of
Polish Jews were orthodox and, imbued with the teaching of their
rabbis, had no social contact whatsoever
with
the
Christian

Applications by 31st December

BA in Hebrew &
Jewish Studies
Full and Part Time

MA in Hebrew &
Jewish Studies
Full and Part Time

MA in Jewish Studies
Full and Part Time
London and Manchester
Courses include: Qumran Contemporary Jewish
Theology - Midrash

population. Many could not even
speak the language of the country.
Furthermore, Poland was a very

For details contact:
The Registrar, Leo Baeck College
80 East End Road, London N3 2SY

poor country and competition to eke
out a living made the division even
more intense.
Nevertheless, there was a class of
emancipated Polish Jews, educated
in Polish schools and Polish culture,
who attained the highest echelons of

Tel: 0181 349 4525
Fax: 0181 343 2558
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William Wolff

them all was neatly lobbed
THE my
BIGGEST
way across COP
the desk.
OUT OF
"Our children," insisted the devout

as for ever chained to the irrelevant
fiinge.
With Churchillean cigar and
Chaplinesque style he retains an uncanny
and undiminished flair for pulling in
crowds and grabbing time on screen.
At moments, that near genius can
translate into influence. Come the unpredictable hour, it could also turn into

With two hours to kill before my noticket flight back to Luton, I ambled back
to the scene. A man with leaflets asked
me whether I would like one of his antiCatholic tracts and began to tell me his
story as a born again Christian. Five minutes into the happy-ever-after talk, he
stopped to ask: "And what are you?"
"A Jew", I declared. "In fact, I am the

Power.

bloke you were demonstrating against

•,ti.

earlier."

The banners for pure protestantism
came down, its bearers rushed over to
Christian about to marry a less than dehave a look at me and say hello - from a
vout Jew, "will anyway be half Jewish
decent distance. Through their ranks
and half Christian." Meaning that those
pushed a middle-aged, middle-sized man
children would go to synagogue on
with a beard so neat it would do any
everything in sight and in history. Once
Shabbat and mass on Sunday?
you get into the swing of it, it becomes progressive pulpit proud.
Light eight Chanukah candles during
He was waving a little Israeli flag and
the early evening of say, December 20, second nature, even fun. And never mind insisted: "You must shake my hand. I am
that you can have no personal responsiand take communion at midnight on Debility for, say, the death of Jesus in your friend." He paused and looked me
cember 24?
in the eye: "You have not got many, you
Jerusalem or Harold at Hastings - an
Be Bar or Bat Mitzvah at 13 and conknow."
I looked back in his and clasped
event by current standards also as semifirmed into the church at 14?
his
hand.
nal as it was shameful. I love Hastings
And cap it all with fasting one year in
With that they all went back to their
and I deeply regret it.
two on Yom Kippur. Not because there is
bamers.
And I found the bus to Easyjet,
But let me start at home. I apologise
a competing Christian festival at that seaand
etemal
damnation.
son, but if you are half Jewish, fasting for the grandfather I never knew, except
through
the
Ready
Reckoner
he
wrote
for
every Yon Kippur would surely be over
tailors. I apologise for the fact that it
;:1(
the top.
never made a family fortune. I apologise
The concept of being half Jewish fits
for the Ba'al Shem Tov, the founder of
snugly into the same exclusive class as
Chassidism and the way that he intenthe idea of being half pregnant. Those
tionally or unconsciously down-graded
who know about these things tell me that
sitting beside me in the car
the Talmud.
half pregnancies are marginally less comTHE
LOVELYasked
YOUNG
LADY
solicitously
me how
things
And above all I apologise for the last
mon than virgin births.
were going at Wimbledon shul - as in
Lubavicher Rebbe-there will not be anParents who believe in half Jews and
lull. She had seen it written somewhere
other - and his megalomanic messianic
half Christians do so in order to duck the
and pronounced it as anyone with even
pretensions. For not instantly, daily and
decision as to which identity to give their
the remotest acquaintance with English
publicly rebutting them I and many other
children.
would naturally do.
rabbis of all hues will have to apologise
Their fantasy is no stranger than that
So why in heaven and on this untidy
to the Jewish people for so long as only
of two Jewish parents who religiously
earth, do we persist in this spelling econe of his dwindling band seek to peddle
drive their children to Cheder - religion
centricity? The original German or
school -know nothing of shabbat in their that delusion.
Yiddish was Scbule - pronounced
home and celebrate Pesach with bridge
shoole, with the final "e" as in the. Somerolls and Sachertorte.
one in his infinite unwisdom decided to
5:it.
Both rear children whose destiny will
anglicise this by taking out the "c" and
lie outside Judaism.
the "e", then baulked at the `fu" and left
us with shul as in dull. Why has no one
since dared to write shool?
a dream visit to Edinburgh, I
•?Jti.
But I am nothing if not an Anglo-Jew.
FIVEPeered
MINUTES
TO official
TIIE END
OF
out of the
car and
So whenever I want a swim, I jump into
saw them. The demonstrators. I looked
the nearest pul. Every so often, alas, I
again and was riveted. They were out to
feel a bit of a ful. And for the past 141/2
get at me. One of their banners, in cur- months I have woken up to say a broche
meteor Shmuley streaked into
sive Hebrew scrawled with childish care, - blessing - for the privilege of living in
FORthe
HISquickest
LATEST
TURN, screamed: "Yehoshua, King of Israel." I
helloSTAR
and goodbye
cul Britannia.
scene outside an aixport transit lounge.
looked again and saw "Shema..." We
Bye bye Shotland.
One minute he was reviving a dying
were driven away from the General Asorthodox synagogue. The next he was
sembly of the Church of Scotland before
bootedoutbyRabbiYisroelFine,aNorili I could see the rest.
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF I.s' 7%z.#z.sfer a/ 77z.mLondon rabbi whose clout in the United
Curiosity kept nagging. What was the
bledon & District Synagogue. He was trcined at
Synagogue is second to no other.
rest about, the bit not directed against Leo Baeck College and has previously served proSo ended Shmuley's brief liaison with
me? Back Diana against Landmines, gressive congregations in Brighton, Reading,
Mtllon Keynes, and Newcastle on Tyne, and was
Anglo Jewry's mainstream.
Famine in Africa, Student Grants, or Sin- an assistant to Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West
It would still be hasty to write bin off gle Mums?
London Synagogue in the mid 1980s.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Summer Exhibition: 14 July -16 October
Mare Chagall: Original lithographs including Drawings for the Bible

Wednesday 15 July 8.00pm
Mare Chagall: The Flussian Years
an!''ustratedta!kbyhj¥t%T;!acnasBM°ohnT:guBCohhe#.3nudcLaeunncahn8fd#,°pnoe,:nbs°|8;ks°nchaga''byart

Sunday 27 September 8.00pm
High Holy Day Discussion
Further details to be announced

20 October 1998 -4 January 1999
[mro Weiner-Kra]
An exhibition in association with the Slovak National Museum and the
Museum of Jewish Culture in Bratislava to coincide with the
Festival of Slovak Culture in the UK

20 October -24 November
I Couldn't Possibly Speak in Public! (Part I)

Asjxweekbeg!T:£rr:tce°cuhr:jeq#itshasnjdm:a|::8#fTd:i::tLOGsSp¥af#hp°usb:j¥h°W°u[d'!ket°

21 October -25 November
I Couldn't Possibly Speak in Public! (Part 11)
A six week intermediate course with Simone Lakmaker, LGSM for
those who would like to improve their public speaking skills

CHI KUNenAI CHI

Breathlng;2n:in;:::;gi;a3P#g#e:::d#;#ieie;Osiji;,:#!i2:0:::¥ht::::I:§tgoyg€t}dmlndto
LUNCHTIME RECITALS

Autumn|998series:8anTdhz£S8%¥:b:;,1::n2d.°|°9P#ovemberand3December

APT COUHSES
TenTuwees%ka$9y]tiToeo:#|S:a.f3r8Fm6a°n%t:?86p-m]±Z.eocoepmmber
WATEF]COLOUF] CLASS
Ten week evening course with Jackie King-Cline from 7 October -16 December
Wednesdays 7.30 -10.00pm

